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1. Introduction 

The electrowcak theory of Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam (GWS) has become 
one of the twin pillars upon which our understanding of all particle physics phe
nomena rests. It is a brilliant achievement that qualitatively and quantitatively 
describes all of the vast quantity of experimental data that have been accumulated 
over some forty years. Note that the word quantitatively must be qualified. The 
low energy limiting cases of the CWS theory, Quantum Electrodynamics and the 
V—A Theory of Weak Interactions, have withstood rigorous testing. The high 
energy synthesis of these ideas, the GWS theory, lias not yet been subjected to 
comparably precise scrutiny. 

The recent operation of a new generation of proton-antiproton {pp) and electron-
positron (s + e~) colliders has made it possible to produce and study large samples 
of the electroweak gauge bosons W± and Z°. We expect that these facilities will 
enable very precise tests of the GWS theory to be performed in the near future, 
In keeping with the theme of this Institute, Physics at the J00 GeV Mass Scale, 
these lectures will explore the current status and the near-future prospects of these 
experiments.* 

• In other words, we will use the title of this school as an excune to ignore the many lower-
energy, ncutml current tests of the GWS theory. The two ledum fornmi of (his prmt>ii1n<ion 
precludes & more exhaustive treatment of the field. 
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LECTURE I 

2, Parameters of the Standard Model 

The minimal Standard Model contains some 21 empirical parameters. They 
are listed in Table I with their approximate values. 

Table I 

Parameter Description Approximate Value 

9* SU{3) coupling constant 1.3® 34 GeV 

9 SU(2) coupling constant 0,63 
9' U(l) coupling constant 0,35 

<<*) VEV of the Higgs field 174 GeV 
MH Higgs boson mass ? 

m^ electron neutrino mass < 1 2 e V 

"}"» muon neutrino mass < 0.25 MeV 
m„T tail neutrino mass < 35 MeV 
mc electron mass 0.511 MeV 
rHj, muon mass 106 MeV 
m r tan mass 1.78 GeV 
TJ1U up-quark mass 5.6 MeV 
m& down-quark mass 9.9 MeV 
»«5 strange-quark mass 199 MeV 
TT) C charm-quark mass 1.35 GeV 
mb bottom-quark mass 5 GeV 
mt top-quark mass ? 

sin 0j2 K-M Matrix parameter 0.217-0.2:3 
sinfl^s K-M Matrix parameter 0.030*0.062 
sinfljj K-M Matrix parameter 0.003-0.010 
sin 6 K-M Matrix parameter ? 

The dynamics of electroweak Physics at the 100 GcV Afass Scale arc deter
mined (at tree level) by three of the parameters: the SU(2) coupling constant (g). 
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the U(l) coupling constant (g% and the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs 
field {{$)). The complete specification of the electroweak sector of the Standard 
Model requires that all three parameters be precisely known. The values of the.ii* 
quantities are extracted from the measurement of three related quautit ies: tlte elec
tromagnetic fine structure constant (a), the Fermi coupling constant (Gp), and the 
mass of the J?° boson (Mz)- The current values of these quantities are listed in 
Table II. 

Table I I 

The current values of the physical parameters that determine the deter
mine the olectroweak sector of the Standard Model. 

Quantity EW Parameters Current Value Precision (PPM) 

Q if0j* \i^7Mrmm(Gi)}-i 0.0-15 
G F (S?v3 1.16637(2)xl<r s GeV" 2 17 

A/z yj^-it) 91-16(3) OeV 320 

The value of a is extracted from a very precise measurement of the anomalous 
magnetic moment of the electron.1 The value of Gp is derived from the measured 
value of the muon lifetime. The first precise measurements of the Za mass have 
been made quite recently.* Although Mz is determined with far less accuracy than 
are a and Op, it is expected to remain the most well-determined Standard parame
ter for the foreseeable future. It is clear that the measurement of a fourth physical 
quantity should ovcrcoustrain the determination of the electrowcak parameters. 
We should therefore be able to test the eleclroweak sector of the Standard Model. 

Unfortunately, the expression given in Table II that relates Mz to g, g\ ami 
(<j>) is valid only at tree-level. Since Mz is measured at a substantially larger 
energy scale than are a and Gp, we must include virtual electroweak corrections 
in older to extract accurate values for the electroweak parameters. Jn principle, 
this requires a knowledge of all of the parameters listed in Table L In practice, a 
dispersion relation is used to determine the dominant correction (due to low mas* 
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fcnrrion loops) from the low energy r+c~ total cross section. The largest remaining 
corrections depend upon the top quark mass (strongly) and the Higgs boson mass 
(weakly), A reasonably precise test of the Standard Model therefore required at 
least two more experimental measurements (ideally a measurement of mt would be 
one of them). 

At high energies, all of the proposed tests of the Standard Model fall into one 
of two categories: 

1. An improved measurement of the H' boson mass, 

where M\v is the W boson mass and 6^c accounts for the virtual etectroweak 
corrections. 

2. A measurement of the ratio of the vector and axial vector parts of the 2 B 

coupling to a fermion-antifermioii ( / / ) pair. The vector and axial vector 
coupling constants {vj and a/, respectively) are given by the following ex
pression, 

af = ~Ti 
where TJ is twice the third component of the fermion weak isospin and Qj 
is the form ion charge. 

The Standard Model texts that fall into the second category measure one com
bination of coupling constants. At tree-level, this combination is the well-known 
elecl.roweak parameter sin 30 u„ 

r + 3 
To good approximation, the virtual corrections that affect each quantity in the 
category can be absorbed into the definition of s'm"Ow. We can therefore use the 
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tree-level sin-0L, sensitivities of the second-category quantities 10 compare their 
sensitivities to the elcctroweak parameters and loop corrections. 

3. Experiments at Hadron Colliders 

High energy physics, like most fields of scientific endeavor, follows trends that 
are determined as much by psychology as by logic. In the decade of the 1970's, 
the electron-positron collider was preeminent. The great success of the SPEAR 
storage ring at SLAC lead to the construction of larger projects at DESY, SLAC, 
Cornell, and KEK- The experimental program at the CERN 1SR (which was the 
world's only hadron-hadron collider) was rather slow in bearing fruit and never did 
produce a major discovery. 

In the lSStVa, the situation was somewhat reversed. The large program or 
moderate enetgy « + «~ storage rings (25-60 GeV in the cm frame) produced no 
major discoveries. On the other hand, the observation of the IV* and Zn bosons at 
the CERN SppS Collider provided fairly dramatic evidence that the CWS theory 
of electroweak interactions is substantially correct. This has lead to the great 
popularity of high energy hadron-hadron colliders and to the plans for the building 
of the SSC in the US and the LHC at CERN. Perhaps some discovery at SLC/LEP 
will cause the pendulum to swing the other way? 

At the current time, there arc two active hadron colliders in the world, the 
SppS at CERN and the Tevatron collider at Fermilab. The parameters of the 
two machines are summarized in Table HI. Note that substantial upgrades of the 
Tevatron collider are being proposed for the next several years, 

* The observation of large transverse momentum scattering professes did lend supporL, along 
with data from «lectron~nucleon scattering experiments, to llw. partem model of hadrons-

t The observation of an increased fraction of lliree»jet even in in tlir total hadronic cross sminn 
was strong supporting evidence for Quantum Cliromodynainie*. The reader is rM|ti«stod 
to consider whether these data could have been termed the di.icovtry of Iht yluoii in tin-
absence of a very detailed theory and several very detailed simulations. 
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Table III 

Machine Energy Peak Luminosity Integrated Luminosity 

SppS 630 GeV 3xl0 S 0cnr 3Bcc"' 1 6.7 p l r 1 

Tev I 1.8 TeV lxIO^em-Vw-' 4.7 pb" 1 

lev 1(1995) 1.8 TeV SxlO^cm^sec^ 1 300 pb" 1? 

3.1. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

There are four experiments that are active or in preparation at the SppS 
and the Tcvatron: the UAl and UA2 experiments at CERN, and the CDF and 
DO experiments at Fovmilab. The main features of the these experiments are as 
follows: 

1. Large Solid Angle Calorimeters - eacli experiment utilizes a calorimeter thai 
covers the entire azimuth in a region of polar angle that extends to within 
~ 5° of the beam direction. These devices are usually segmented transversely 
and longitudinally. The longitudinal segmentation permits the separation of 
electron and photon showers from hadron showers. The energy resolution 
of these devices is typically 6E/E ~ 0.15fy/E~ (E in GeV) for electromag
netic showers and 6E/B ~ 0.80/\/E for hadronic showers. Additionally, 
the overall energy scale of a typical calorimeter is uncertain to ^ 1% for 
electromagnetic showers and ~ 3.5% for hadronic showers. 

2. Magnetic Spectrometers - The UAl and CDF experiments contain large 
charged particle tracking systems that arc immersed in magnetic fields. They 
are capable of reconstructing transverse momenta with resolutions in, the 
range 6Pt/Pt ~(O.OO1-0.OO5)-.P< (where !\ is in GeV). Although these reso
lutions are inferior to those of the calorimeters for high energy electrons, the 
CDF collaboration have managed to control the momentum scale uncertainty 
to a few tenths of a percent. The UA2 and DO experiments have charged 
particle tracking systems hut are not capable of charged particle momentum 
reconstruction. 
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3. Mnon Spectrometers/Identifiers - The UA1, CDF, and DO experiments have 
magnetized iron shielding for the identification and measurement of ninon 
tracks. The momentum resolution of these systems is poor as compared with 
the inner tracking systems mentioned above. 

4. Triggers - All four experiments need fairly sophisticated, caloriineter-baMil 
triggers to ignore the large rate (~ 100 kHz) of ordinary hadronic interactions. 
The triggers normally require that preselected patterns of transverse energy 
be deposited into the calorimeter. The energy thresholds arc adjusted to 
reduce the trigger rates to a few Hertz. 

Observable Quantities 

As the energies of storage rings and collider complexes have increased, the 
importance of observing individual final-state hadrons has declined. This is par
ticularly true in hadroti colliders. The experimentally observable and mensurable 
quantities are as follows: 

1. Hadron Jets - the signature of a quark or gluon jet in a typical detector is a 
cluster of energy in the calorimeter. The transverse and longitudinal extent 
of the energy deposition is much larger than that associated with an electron 
or photon. A large number of charged tracks is usually required to originate 
from a vertex and point to the cluster. 

2. Electron - the signature of an electron in a typical detector it* a cluster of 
energy in the calorimeter of small transverse and longitudinal extent. A 
charged track must be associated with the cluster. The trnck-ratoriineter 
matching is improved with the use of high granularity preshower detectors, 
high granularity layers in the calorimeter, or position sensitive detectors em
bedded in the calorimeter. The UA1 and CDF experiments also require that 
the momentum of the charged track (as measured by magnetic deflection) 

* Transverse energy is definrd as tta product <?r ihe energy deposited into o <-aloriui<M<r 
segment and th« sin** of the polar angle subtended by the segment. 
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agree with the energy that is measured in the calorimeter. All of the exper
iments require that electron candidates pass an isolation criterion of some 
description (typically, less than a few GeV of energy must be detected in a 
cone or 15°-40° about the track-cluster). 

3. Muons - the signature of a muon is a charged track that penetrates the iron 
muon identifier. The track is required lo match lo a charged track in the 
central detector. The central track must not show any sign of a kink that 
could be associated with the decay of a pion or kaon. The energy measured 
in the calorimeter must be consistent with the passage of a minimum ionizing 
particle. Additionally, the muon candidate must pass an isolation criterion 
that is similar to the one applied to election candidates. 

4. Neutrinos - the large coverage of the calorimeters permits the reconstruction 
of the net transverse momentum vector of the entire event (relative to. the 
beam axis). The measurement of the net longitudinal momentum of the event 
requires calorimctric coverage to quite near the beam direction and is not 
practical. Since the transverse momentum of the initial state is zero, the total 
event transverse momentum measures the total transverse momentum of all 
non-interacting particles. Neutrinos with large transverse momenta can be 
identified and tagged by this technique. The missing transverse momentum 
(/y""*J) resolution of a typical detector is given by the following expression, 

6Pf**' = (0.5 - 0.7) • I/E**> GeV 

where x,y arc the directions that are orthogonal to the beam axis and where 
AY*" is the total transverse energy that is observed in the calorimeter (the 
energy of each cell weighted by the sine of the polar angle). 

It is clear that large P\ electrons and (in the case of CDF) muons arc much bet
ter measured quantities than are jets or neutrinos. The most serious backgrounds 
to large transverse momentum charged leptons are due to low muli iplicity hadronic 
jets. The rejection power of the selection criteria is typically several x 104. The 
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efficiency to detect a large Pt lepton is typically 50% to 75% depending upon the 
detector and the selection criteria. 

3,2. GAUGE BOSON PRODUCTION 

All the electroweak tests that have been performed at iiadron colliders involve 
the measurement of gauge boson properties. It is important to remember that 
gauge boson production in these machines is a small part of the total cross section. 
The signatures and cross sections for gauge boson production are compared with 
those of hadronic processes in Table IV. 

Table IV 

Process Signature o-(0\63TeV) | <r{l,8TeV) 

Soft Collision Et = 5-10 GeV 
15-25 charged tracks 

~6xl0 7 nb >6xl0 7 nb 

Hard Collision Two large Pt jets 
back-to-back azimuthally 

-600 nb 
(P/>30 GeV) 

-3000 nb 
(/V>32 GeV) 

pp —* W —• Q$ Two large Pt jets 
back-to-back azimuthally 

*-3nb ~15 nb 

pp -» Z -> qq Two large Pt jets 
back-to-back azimuthally 

~t nb —5 nb 

pp—*W-*tv Large Pt lepton ~0.5 nb ~2.5 nb 

PP->Z^> n Two large Pt leptons -0.05 nb ~0.25 nb 

Note that the hadronic final states of the gauge bosons have a signature that 
is very similar to that of the dominant large Pt scattering process. For this reason, 
alt precise gauge boson measurements make use of the leptonic final states. 

TlrelUYan Mechanism 

The hadronic production of the IV* and Z° bosons occurs via the well-known 
Drelt-Yan mechanism which is illustrated in in Figure 1. The incident proton and 
antiproton have momenta k\ and frj, respectively. A parton carrying a fraction 
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xi of the proton momentum collides with a parlon carrying a fraction X2 of the 
aiitiproton momentum. The two lowest order subprocesscs that produce gauge 
bosons are shown in parts a) and b). The dominant subprocess is the qq* anni
hilation diagram shown in part a). Note that the emitted gluon is optional and 
is shown only to illustrate the production mechanism for gauge boson transverse 
momenta. The second subprocess is the Compton scattering of a quark and gluon. 
This process is higher order in a, than the basic process (without initial state gluon 
radiation) and is important when the longitudinal or transverse momentum or the 
gauge boson is large. 

The parton-parton center of mass energy, y/s, has a simple relationship to the 
hadnnvhadron center of mass energy ^/s* 

9 = X' *2& ~ TS (3.1) 

where the definition of r is obvious. If the gauge boson transverse momentum 
Pt ' is small as compared with its mass, the gauge boson longitudinal momentum 
is given by the following simple expression, 

P?* = FU*m • Ui - ti), (3.2) 

where Puam is the beam momentum. 

Assuming that the annihilation subprocess dominates the cross section, we can 
therefore write the lowest order differential cross section as, 

^( f i r sd ) , (3.3) 

where: q]{x\)jxi is the probability of finding a quark of species i in the proton 
with momentum frnction x\\ Nc is a color factor (3) to account for the probability 
of finding a quark-miliquark pair in a color-neutral state; and fly, (.5) is the cross 
section for the annihilation of quark species i and j with a qq cm energy of ». 

Aaj}_ 

dx\dxi A 
rg,'(ri)?;(j2) gj(jfiwrw)' 

X\X2 JlX2 
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The QCD radiative corrections to equation (3.3) are quite substantial. Real 
gluon emission produces large gauge boson transverse momenta. At a cent or of 
mass energy of 630 GeV, the average gauge boson transverse momentum is ap
proximately 7 GeV. hi the absence of gluuti radiation, the natural scale of the 
gauge boson transverse momentum would be thai of the Fermi momentum of a 
quark in a nuclcon (a few hundred McV). Additionally, the QCD vertex correc
tions change the size of the cross section by a. factor that is between one and two. 
Nevertheless, equation (3.3) correctly describes many of the features of gauge bosoti 
production and gives the correct scale of the cross section. 

3.3. W BOSON PHYSIOS 

As an example of the Droll-Yan mechanism, let's consider I be process pp —*• 
W* —* £*!/. The cross section for tlie process qq •— H'* —» Pu t« llw qq cm frame 
can be written as, 

^ ( « W ) = tt\ • , * , . 3 • (1 -««*«•)», 0A) 
(lit 6-1 sur Qw \a - ;\/(|.)- + 1 iyf/Miv 

where: 0* is the polar angle of the charged leplon relative to the quark direction;'// 
is the leploi) charge; and T\v is the IV boson width. The large angular asymmetry 
is a consequence of the V-A coupling of the W \» all fermions. Note that electrons 
are emitted preferentially in the quark direction and positrons in the antiquiirk 
direction. 

The lowt^t order Drcll-Y&n cross section for the production of the ll*~ boson 
follows from the substitution of equation (3.4) into equation (3.3), 

dtTfi * ft A~ it -i .MUOM^)**, 

+ ^ i ! £ H > £ ( c w , n | 
x \?i dil J 

where w*U) jf/fc(x)] is the momentum distribution of u [</) quarks in had rot) h. The 
anttquark-anliproton distribution Up{r) is required to be identical lu the quark 
proton distribution up(x) by ( T T invariant. The sea quark distributions, i<(,(.r> 
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and tlfl(j-) arc approximately equal and are unimportant except at small values of 

x. The angular asymmetry that is associated wi" n the iip{?i)tlfi[x2) factor has the 

opposite sense because llie qq axis reverses direction with respect to the parent 

hadrotts. Note that the delta function explicitly applies the constraint given in 

equation (3-1). The average value or i\ or Jt* is therefore xavg ~ Mwfy/s- At larger 

values of xavu (lower energy colliders), the valence quark distributions domiuate 

equation (3.5) and the lepton angular asymmetry is large. As xavg becomes smaller, 

the wrong-sign sea quark terms dilute the asymmetry. 

Since the u-quark distribution of tlio proton is harder than is the </-quark dis

tribution (there are two valence u quarks to one d quark), we expect that W 

bosons arc slightly boosted in the antiproton direction, and that l l , + bosons are 

slightly boosted in (he protoij direction. The scah-d longitudinal momentum dis

tribution xi — x\ of W~ bosons produced at >/l = 030 CeV is shown in Figure 2. 

The average boost along the antiproton direction is fairly small, #2 — xj = 0.Q6. 

However, tike distribution is quite broad. The average value of the absolute value 

1*2 — J"i I is 0.22 which corresponds to an average longitudinal momentum of 68.S 

UeV. 

Thr TXfAeelioft of W Bosons 

As we have already discussed, there are serious QCD backgrounds to the de

tection and measurement of H* bosons via their hadrouic decays. It is necessary 

to search for the charged lcpton-ncutrina final slates. The QCD background is 

suppressed both by the lepLonic selection criteria and by the missing Pt signature 

of the neutrino. 

The identification of charged leptons and neutrinos is greatly aided by the 

two-body nature of the II' decay. This becomes clearer if we consider the transfor

mation of the lepton angular distribution from the tl' co-nter-of-mass frame to the 

laboratory frame. Let the cm angular distribution be described by some (analytic) 
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function / , 

In the laboratory frame, most of the IV boson momentum is along the beam axis. 
Therefore, the transverse momentum distribution of the charged leplons is the same 
in both frames. The lepton transverse momentum P (

( has a simple relationship to 
the cm emission angle, 

l * ^ » n r . (3.7) 

Changing variables from cos 9* to />„', equation (3.6) becomes 

rfjV 

d P ! y/l-ifffUh' 
'fi±y/l-UffMb)- (9*8) 

There is a singularity in the Pf distribution at M\vf2\ This so-called Jncobian 
peak (after the Jacobian of the transformation) implies that most of the lcptons 
and neutrinos emerge with the largiwt transverse momenta. 

The singularity in the Pf distribution as described by equation (3.8) is unphys-
ical and is moderated by three effects: 

1. The parent W boson has it finite width, IV "~ 2 ) GeV. 

2. The detector has finite resolution. 

3. The parent W is produced with non-zero transverse momentum. 

These effects are incorporated into a simulation of the process )>f> —* \V —> vv 
at y/s = 630 GeV. The Pf distribution is presented for three different ph^nomeno-
logical V/ boson transverse momentum distributions in Figure 3. *11.- .vrrag'' 
values of P\v are zero (the dashed curve), 7 GeV (the dashed-dotted curve), and 
1-1 GeV (the solid curve). The energy resolution of the detector is assumed to 
be 8E/E := O.I5/*/£- Note that the Pf distribution is very sensitive to the 11' 
transverse momentum distribution. 
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The Jacobian peak is a feature of transverse momentum distributions of the 
charged leptons and or the neutrinos. Since the backgrounds that affect the iden
tification of charged and neutral leptons decrease rapidly with increasing Pt, mast 
experiments select IV candidates by requiring thai Pf and P\ be larger than 20 
GeV. The electron and neutrino transverse momentum distributions for the 1203 
\V —» ev event sample of the UA2 Collaboration1*1 are shown in Figure 4. The 
background from misidentified two-jet events is estimated to be loss than 1%. 

In practice, W bosons are detected by their decays into tv and pv final states. 
The TV final state cannot be detected with high efficiency (the efficiency is in 
the range 10%-15%). This is because ?. large fraction of r decays appear as low 
multiplicity hadronic jets. One must use very restrictive cuts to eliminate low 
multiplicity QCD events. A second difficulty is that neutrinos are detected from 
an imbalance in the total transverse momentum of the event. Since all r decays 
contain at least one neutrino, the missing P% distribution is softened considerably. 
The Pf requirement is therefore less efficient. Although the identification of r 
Icpton final states is difficult, the luptonic decays of the T'S do contaminate the tiv 
and fiv final states. For electron or muon transverse momenta above 20 GeV, the 
r contamination is in the range 3%-4%. 

W Mass Measurement 

ft is clear from equation (3.S) and from Figure 3 that the position of the 
Jacobian peak in the P/ distribution is determined by the mass of the II' boson. 
Figure 3 also illustrates the difiirulty in the extraction of M\v from a fit to the 
distribution. The Pf distribution is very sensitive to the /y distribution which is 
neither well-known nor well-measured. The solution to this problem is to use the so-
called trans verse mass variable. A/'". The transverse mass is the two-dimensional 
analog of the normal three-dimensional one, 

A//" = yftPfPrw-embto,.) (3.0) 

where Pf is the neutrino transverse momentum and A6fV is the azimuthal angle 
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between the lepton and neutrino Pt vectors. Although Mi is not a Lorentz-nivariant 
quantity, it is quite insensitive to the P," distribution. This is shown in Figure 5. 
The Mfv distributions arc plotted for the three Pf distributions shown in Figure 3, 
The average values of P}y are zero (the dashed curve), 7 GeV (the dashetl-doUed 
curve), and 14 GeV (the solid curve). The resolution of the neutrino Pt along t he x 
and y axes is assumed to be 6P?tttt = QJK/ET GeV. Note that the Mf distribution 
is very insensitive to the details of the P}v distribution. 

Note also that the Mf" distributions are much more sharply peaked than are 
the Pf distributions. The transverse mass should therefore be a more sensitive 
measure of the W mass. We can quantify this observation by analyzing the ex
pected results of likelihood fits to the Pf and Mf distributions. Let / and g be 
Pf and Mf" likelihood functions that arc normalized in the region of sensitivity. 
In practice, the regions 25 GeV < Pf < 50 GcV and 50 GcV < Mf < 100 GeV 
are used to measure M\v- The functions / and g are therefore defined as follows, 

m M = T n h t «"!'•"">- (">%.•&-• ( 3 1 0 ) 

hi a i t 3T7 Jso an't 3377̂  

The M\y precision of likelihood fits to the measured distributions can be estimated 
from the following expressions, 

5? f9f\f)-it r l o u 

/ 

M rt , , 8.1 

6M\v = \NdJdPf^^L IMW = A'rf f <iM] 
^ 2 5 J >• SO 

f)» \ I# .VH' 

SO 

GeV m -^== GoV 

whure Nd is the number of detected events. The nunicrical results given in the 
second line are derived by numerically differentiating and integrating the {P}1 ) = 
7 GeV distributions in Figures 3 and 5. Note that the transverse mass distribution 
has substantially more analyzing power than does Pf dintrilmtjon. Note also that 
our simulation of the missing Pt resolution is somewhat optimistic, The an:ilyzinn 
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power of the M™ distribution is probably not a good as indicated by equation 
(3.11). 

The transverse mass distribution lias the advantages that it is less sensitive 
to the W boson P% distribution and more sensitive to the W boson mass than 
is the leptou transverse momentum distribution. These advantages are the result 
of adding more information to Ihc problem (the neutrino Pi). Unfortunately, the 
additional information is accompanied by an additional uncertainty. We must un
derstand the resolution function for the missing Pt vector. In practice, the increase 
in the systematic uncertainty that is associated with the use of the P" information 
is more than compensated by the reduced sensitivity to the P}v distribution. 

The shapes of the A//* and Pf distributions near the Jacobian peaks are sen
sitive to the proton structure functions. The lineshape of the W resonance and 
the accepted lepton transverse momentum distribution are both affected by the 
structure functions. The lincshapc is given by the convolution of the relativistk 
Breit-Wigncr resonance foini (given in equation (3.4)) with the quark structure 
functions (see equation (U.5)). Since the structure functions fall sharply with in
creasing ar, the Mf" and Pf distributions are steepened above the peak values. 
The acceptance effect is caused by the boosting of the W along the beam axis. 
The acceptance for a IcpLon that is emitted with a backward anglt {in the W rest 
frame) relative to the boost direction is larger than the acceptance for a lepton that 
is emitted with the symmetric forwsiu dug!?. Since /*/ is completely correlated 
with the emission angle, the accepted P[ and Af(" distributions are sensitive to 
the choice of proton structure functions. The dependence of the predicted distri
butions upon the structure functions leads to an uncertainty on the fit value of 
Mw of roughly 100 MeV. 

The best current measurement or the II'' boson mass is the one derived from 
the 1203 event sample of the UA2 Collaboration!" 

Mw - 80.79 ± Q.31(hlni) ± 0.21(sy»t) ± u.Sl(scalc) GeV. 
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The systematic error has roughly equal contributions from uncertainties on the 
transverse momentum resolution, the quark distribution functions, and the statis
tical precision of the Monte Carlo that was used to calculate the shape of the Mf" 
distribution. There are smaller contributions to the systematic error from the leak
age energy from the underlying event into the electron clusters, from uncertainties 
on the final state radiative corrections, and from the uncertainty on the electron 
energy resolution function. Note that the largest single uncertainty is due to the 
1% energy scale uncertainty of the UA2 electromagnetic calorimeter. The error is 
quoted separately because it cancels in the ratio of the W and Z masses. 

W Angular Distribution 

We have already seen that the angular distribution of the leptons emitted in 
W decay is expected to be strongly asymmetric in the qq ctnttr-of-mass frame. 
It is clearly important to verify that this is indeed true for the 81 GeV particle 
that has been observed. Unfortunately;- the qq ccnter-of-mass frame is generally 
not well determined. The reasons for this are: 

1, The qq axis is coincident with the pp axis only when the W is produced 
with zero transverse momentum. A non-zero value for P/ 1' implies that one 
or both of the incident quarks emitted gluons in the collision process. The 
solution to this problem is to use the CoHins-Soper definition of the qq cm 
frame.'101 The bisector of the proton and antiproton directions in the W rest 
frame is chosen as the qq axis. This definition is therefore correct on urern/jr 
but fails on an event by event basis. 

2. The use of the Collins-Soper frame requires that we know the W boson rest 
frame. However, since the neutrino longitudinal momentum is not measured, 
we do not have enough information to reconstruct the W rest frame. The 
solution to this problem is to constrain the mass of the lepton-neutrino sys
tem to the W mass (ignoring the finite width of the H'). This yields two 
solutions for the neutrino longitudinal momentum 7J£\ Since the IT longitu
dinal momentum is Pf = P[ + .PjT, there arc two solutions for P}?. In the 
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Collins-Soper frame, the two solutions correspond to opposite sign solutions 
for cojjfl*, In many cases, the W is highly boosted on the laboratory frame 
and one solution is unphysical (/*"' > y/sf'2). These unambiguous events 
arc normally used to measure \V boson angular asymmetry. 

The UA1 collaboration has performed this analys'13 with their old (767 nb - 1 ) 
sample of W —*• CP events. They have usnd only the 149 events that have an 
unambiguous solution for Pj? and a measured value of P}v less than 15 GcV. They 
correct the measured distribution for the biases that are introduced by the selection 
process. The resulting distribution is plotted in Figure 6. The solid curve shows 
the expected (1 — (fccoaO*)2 distribution. It agrees well except near qccosO* = I 
where the wrong-sign sea quark contribution is large (see equation (3.5)), 

3.4. Z° BOSON PHYSICS 

The cross section for the process pp —• Z° —* t*t~ can be calculated from the 
zeroth order Drell-Yan formalism givcti in equation (3.3). The cross section for the 
point process qq —* Za -* €+t" is straightforward to calculate from the Standard 
Model couplings, 

2sin"2c>w

 l J 

+ l f . L mVfhv'+^Hv* + *~)(l + J) + Svav.aJ ) 

where: c = cos 0* is cosine of the polar angle of the lepton relative to the <juark 
direction; V(s) = £/(i - M\ + iVzsJMz) is the normalized Z propagator Vz 
is the Z° width; and where the coupling constants (defined in equation (2.2)) 
without subscript, i> and n, refer to the \eptonic couplings. The first term within 
the braces describes the process of pure 7 exchange, the second term describes 
the Z0'f interference, and the thir'' ti-rm describes pure Z° exchange. The 7 

HO 
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exchange term is quite small and can be ignored. Tht interference term vanishes 
at a = M\ and can be ignored except when calculating tile angular distribution 
(because aag > vvg). 

The lowest order Drell-Yan cross section for the ?° production follows from 
the substitution of equation (3.12) into equation (3.3). 

(uj,{xi)iip(x2)d&v [*F(*I>M*S) + rfy(Ji)rfft(J3)l dfij 

vhere Sft(r) is the strange (sea) quark structure function. 

Note that the angular distribution of the outgoing Icplon is a function of tlto 
ratio of the rates tifi annihilation* and dd annihilations (because <?£„/<& is quite 
different from dcrj/dQ). Like the W case, there is also a dilution effect coming 
from the wrong-sign sea quarks. 

Z Boson Detection 

The presence of a becoud charged leplon makes the detection of the decay 
Z° ~* t*l~ extremely straightforward for electron and union final states. On the 
other hand, the detection of r final states is quite difficult without the missing Pi 
signature of the W decays. At the current lime, no experiment has published a 
signal for the process p/j - t Z° -* T+T~. In the case of electrons, it is necessary 
to require that only one of tlw legs of the Z candidate satisfy very restrictivi* 
identification criteria. Taking al! leptou pair masses between 60 and 120 GeV, the 
background from miaidontificd hadronic events is typically less than 1%. 

Measurement of M% 

The mass of the Z boson is extracted from the observed lepton-lepton mass 
(Aitt) distribution. The observed A/w distribution is the convolution of the under
lying Breit-Wigner lineshape, the quark structure functions, and the cxpcrimcnlftl 
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resolution. The lcptoitic daughters of the Z are sufficiently energetic that the en
ergy resolution associated with electromagnetic calorimeters {6E/E *- 0.15/v^?) in 
belter than that associated with magnetic spectrometers (S(l/Pi) ~ 0.001 GeV - 1 ) 
by roughly a factor of two. We therefore expect the electron final states to offer 
better statistical analysing power than do the muon final states. We can quantify 
the difference by comparing the expected results of fits to the A/«« and M P | I dis
tributions. Let s(M(t, Mz) be the likelihood function for the observed lepton pnir 
mass distribution normalized over the interval GO GcV < mu < 120 GeV, 

z{M«*m* M»,:r ,-• O-MJ 

The Mz precision of a likelihood fit to the measured distribution can then estimated 
from the following expression, 

\ 7 (mhfV* C -^CcV, for ejections 
SAtz = \N 4Ak^L\ =\f_rv (3.15) 

where N is the number of detected events. The electrons arc expected to be better 
by roughly 30%. 

In practice, only well-measured lepton pairs are used to extract Mz. The ex
isting experiments arc well instrumented only at relatively large values of polar 
angle {\0\ Z 20°). The probability that both leptons are delected in this region 
is about 70% at J5 K 630 GeV and 47% at ^ = 180u GeV. The magnetically 
measured masses of 123 muon pairs and 65 electron pairs of the CDF collabora-
tion are shown in Figure 7. Although the momentum resolution of the CDF 
magnetic spectrometer is inferior to the energy resolution of the CDF calorimeter, 
the momentum/energy scale is more precisely known (an uncertainty of 0.22% is 
claimed). The magnetic »peclrometcr is used to directly measure the muon pair 
masses and to calibrate the electromagnetic calorimeter with low energy electrons 
(from b quark decay). Performing likelihood fits to the 12ft //-pair sample and to a 
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sample of 73 calorimetricAlly measured elect roij pairs, the following the measure
ments of Mz were obtained, 

Mz - 90.7 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.2 (syst) GeV (muons) 

Mz - 91.1 ± 0.3 (stat) ± 0.4 (syst) GcV (electrons). 

The systematic error on the muon result is dominated by the momentum scale 
uncertainty of the magnetic spectrometer. The systematic error quoted for the 
electron measurement is due largely to uncertainties in the calorimeter calibration. 
The combined result is 

Mz = 90.9 ± 0.3 (stat + syst) ± 0.3 (scale) GeV 

where the scale uncertainty has been quoted separately. 

The UA1 Collaboration have also recently published a result that is based upon 
a sample of 90 electron pair events, 

Mz * 91.49 ±0.35(stat) ± 0.12(ayst) ± 0.92(scale) GeV, 

where dominant contributions to the systematic error are due to leakage of energy 
from the underlying event into the electron clusters and to uncertainties in the 
detector response to the process 2° —» e+e~-), 

3 .5 . MWt Mz AND THE STANDARD MODEL 

The ratio of the W and Z boson masses is an interesting quantity for very 
practical reasons. We have seen that lepton energy scale uncertainties lead to 
substantial uncertainties on the gauge boson masses. These particular uncertainties 
cancel in the ratio Mw/Mz. Since Mz has been precisely measured in e+e~ 
experiments (which cannot measure Mw at the current time), the electroweak 
information contained within M\y is also contained within the mass ratio. 
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The best measurement of Af\v that is currently available is contained within 
the MwfMz measurement of the UA2 Collaboration!" 

Mw 
-~ = 0.S831 ± 0.004S(stat) ± Q.0026(syst). 

Taking the current weighted world average value"1 for Mz (Slz — 91.160 ±0.0029 
GeV), they quote a reseated W mass value of, 

Mw = 80.49 ±0.43(stat) ±0.24(syst) GeV. 

The ratio Mw/Mg directly determines the parameter &in20u, as defined by 
Sirlin!"1 

sin a0« = 1 - f—• J = 0.220 ± 0.008(stat) ± O.OOS(syat). 

The Sirlin definition of sin2#u> is related to the 2 ° mass by a very well-known 
- I") expression, 

2 A 2 

M z = (I-Arjsin^cos^' < 3" 1 6> 

where Ar contains the cifects of electroweak radiative corrections (Ar = 0 at tree 
level), and A is a constant, 

A = - J ? ~ ] = 37.2805 ± 0.0003 GeV. 

Using the SLC/LEP value for Mz and their own result for Mw/Mz, the UA2 
group derive a result for Ar, 

Ar = O.D26iJS 

Their result is consistent with a large value of nnop (100-200 GeV). 
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3.6. FUTURE MEASUREMENTS OF MW AND Ah 

We have seen that the mass ratio M\yjMz has the advantage that the uncer
tainty on the leptonic energy scale cancels in the ratio. The remaining systematic 
errors are due largely the differences in the techniques that arc used to extract the 
masses. These techniques have been developed to minimize the statistical error 
of the result. The Tevatron experiments expect to accumulate significantly larger 
data, samples in the next few years (the current CDF sample could increase by a 
factor of order fifty). The increased size of the samples should be adequate to satu
rate the current systematic errors,* One must therefore ask if it is possible to reduce 
the systematic uncertainties by using techniques with less statistical sensitivity. 

The obvious approach is to extract the Z mass from the transverse mass tech
nique. In this case, the uncertainties associated with the Pf resolution, the un
derlying event, and the electron energy resolution would largely cancel in the mass 
ratio. The remaining uncertainties would be those due to the differences in iadia-
tive corrections and struct .>re filiations. 

The question of whether to discard one leg of a Z event has been much discussed 
(over coffee). It is clear that a strong correlation exists between the transverse mo
menta of the two leptons. It woutd be difficult to assess the effect of the correlation 
on the result. However, it is very likely that this question will remain academic. 
In the current experiments, the number of Z candidates with two well-measured 
legs is somewhat smaller than the number with only one well-measured leg (the 
CDF group uses 73 well-measured electron pairs to determine Mg and 193 cvrnls 
with one well-measured leg to determine the Z cross section'"1). The use of second 
welkneasured legs would therefore add only a small statistical advantage (in the 
CDF example, the statistical error would be improved by only 17%). 

Scaling the current CDF samples"*1 of IV -» cv candidates (1S28 events) and 

* It would also permit the detailed study anil reduction of the current systematic errors. For 
instance, a large sample of Z° decays should lielp understand the missing Pt resolution from 
the study of the hadronir system thai recoils against tlic (well-measured) Itjiluu pair. 
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one-legged Z -* ce events (193) by a factor of 5J, we can use equation (3.11) to 
estimate the statistical error oti Af\%r/Mz that might be achieved in the future. 
Assuming that only one leg from each Z event is used, we estimate the error on 
the ratio to be a)-0009. 

Assuming that Mz is known to 30 MeV, this corresponds to an error on Mw of 
83 MeV. It is clear than a 100-150 MeV measurement of M\v is possible if the 
remaining systematic error can be controlled to a comparable level. 

3.7. THE Z° ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 

The angular distribution of the leptons in the qq center-of-mass frame is given 
by equations (3.12) and (3.13). Although thu net expression is fairly complicated, 
it has the following form, 

^ 7 = | ( l + c o S

3 C ) + ^ c o s ^ (3.17) 

where the complexity is hidden in the definitions of the constants A and B. If the 
initial state hadrons were monoenergctic quarks of energy A/^/2, we could write 
A and B as 

512sin420„, r | * * 

It is often quite useful to consider the so-called forwards-backward asymmetry 
which measures the ratio of the B and A terms. It is defined as follows, 

AFB(x)SKd™e^-^™°^ 
/ v - * ^ (3.i9) 

3 + x 2 4 A K ' 4 A 

where x is an integration limit and the function F{x) is normalized such that 
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F(1) = 1, The forward-backward asymmetry is tlie ratio of the difference in the 
cross sections for finding the lcpton in the quark and antiquark hemispheres to 
the total cross section. The effect of limited detector Acceptance in polftr angle 
is described by the function F{x) where x is the maximum value of cos0*. By 
convention, the symbol Afo describes the asymmetry for complete polar angle 
coverage (AFB = ^Ffl{l))-

The forward-backward asymmetry is sensitive to the couplings of the Z° to in
cident quarks and the Bnat state leptons. For the simple example of monoenergctic 
quarks of energy Mzf2, the asymmetry has the form, 

3 -2va -2u0<i(, f 0.063 for u-quarks 
nF" 4 t>3 + « 2 v\ + a\ \ 0.089 for rf-quarks l ' 

where we have assumed that sin3fl to — 0.231. Note that the Icpton and quark vector 
coupling constants are sensitive functions of sin-0u, (sec equation (2.2)). The X° 
forward-backward asymmetry is therefore useful for testing the Standard Model. 

The actual pp initial state is a mixture of uti and dd states. The measured 
asymmetry should therefore fall between the above extremes (as determined by 
the u and d quark structure functions and by the quark couplings to the #°), 
Or should it? We expect that a number t>f effects should reduce the measured 
asymmetry: 

1. As in the case of the \V angular distribution, there are wrong-sign sea-quark 
pairs that dilute the asymmetry. Note that a correct analysis of this effect 
depends upon a good knowledge of the IOW-J* quark structure functions. 

2. The electroweak interference terms are important when £ ^ A/|. This effect 
is also sensitive to the quark structure functions. 

3. The acceptance of a real experiment is finite (J: < 1). The actual acceptance 
depends upon the longitudinal momentum distribution of the 2 which is 
sensitive to the quark structure functions. 
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4. The actual qq axis is unknown. Although we can use the average direc
tion (the Collins-Soper definition), there will be an inevitable dilution of the 
asymmetry-

It appears that the measured value of AFB might be quite sensitive to uncer
tainties in the quark structure functions of the proton. To investigate the above 
effects, we have performed a Monte Carlo simulation with several different sets 
of structure functions. It is assumed that our experiment can reconstruct leptons 
with polar angles larger than 20°. We find that the reconstructed value of Afit 
is 0.050 ± 0.002 where the uncertainly reflects the variation or the result with 
structure function par&mcterizations. This result does not vary between SppS and 
Tevatron energies. Given our list of structure function dependent dilution effects, 
the uncertainty sterns remarkably small. Note that our simulation does not in
clude the correct mechanism for the generation of Z° transverse momentum. The 
smearing of the angular distribution due to the initial state gtuon brcmsstrahlung 
(which produces non-zero Pt

z) is not correctly simulated. This may result in a 
large uncertainty in the reconstructed asymmetry. The sensitivity of the resolved 
asymmetry to variations in siirfl,,, is given by Uie following expression, 

6s\n20w = — • SAFB- (3.21) 
•A. 7 

The only measurement of Apg that is currently in print was performed by the 
UA1 Collaboration'"' with 33 events, 

Apit •» ^ • (0.06 ± 0.24) = 0.0-15 ±0.18 

which they convert into a measurement of sin20„„ 

It is likely that CDF will be able to produce a measurement in the near future 
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with a precision, 

vA r 

where N is the number of Z candidates. The corresponding precision on siirflu, 
would be approximately &sm29w ~ 0.020. 

Although neither the UAl nor the likely CDF results arc likely to be very 
significant, future high-luminosity measurements could reach the 6s\n~0n. «- 0.003 
level if the uncertainty associated with the qq axis can be controlled. 
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LECTURE II 

4. Experiments at Electron-Positron Colliders 

During the last yew, two high energy electron-positron colliders have begun 
operation. The SLAG Linear Collider (SLC) began physics operation in April 
of 1969 and had produced a sample of about 600 Z° events by early 1990. The 
LEP project began operation in October of 1D89 and had produced samples of 
approximately 30,000 2° events in each of four detectors by early 1990. The 
current and future parameters of the two machines are summarized in Table V. 

Table V 

Machine Date Energy Peak Luminosity 

SLC 1989 & 100 GeV "-MxlO^cm^sec - 1 

SLC 1992 £ 100 GeV - O x l O ^ m - ' s e c ' 1 

LEP1 19S9 £ 100 GeV ~'2xl0 3 0cm- 2sec- 1 

LEP I 1990 £ 100 GeV ~lxlO J l cm - 2 sec~ l 

LEP II 1994? & 200 GeV - a x l O ^ c m - ^ e c - 1 

The luminosity of the SLC is expected to improve by a factor of approximately 
forty in the next two years. The SLC has a spin polarized electron source that is 
expected to provide a 40% degree of polarization at the beam collision point. The 
polarized electron beam should begin operation during 1990. The LEP machine 
was operated routinely at 20% of its design luminosity during its first run. It 
seems likely that the design luminosity of 10 3 1 c in w *sec - i will be achieved during 
the next year. Although there are serious plans to produce longitudinally polarised 
beams in LEP. it " mars to be difficult to achieve a high degree of longitudinal 
polarization ( : " • with good luminosity. In the longer term, the energy of LEP 
will bo upgrac- a value above the threshold for IV pair production. 
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4.1. EXPETUMENTAL DETAILS 

There are a total of six experiments that are currently operating at or being 
prepared for SLC and LEP. At the SLC, the Mark II detector is currently in 
operation and will be replaced by the SLD detector later this year. There arc 
four active experiments at the LEP collider: ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL. A 
complete description of the six detectors would be extremely tiresome. All of them 
share the a number of common features and capabilities; 

1. High Resolution Magnetic Spectrometers - all of the experiments contain 
charged particle tracking systems that arc Immersed in magnetic fields. They 
are capable of reconstructing track directions and transverse momenta. The 
transverse momentum resolution is typically 6/^//^ '^(0.001-0.002)*P( {where 
Ft is in GeV) in the region of polar angle |cosfl[ < 0.8. 

2. Electromagnetic Calorimetry - all of the experiments have electromagnetic 
calorimeters. These range from gas sampled devices with resolutions SE/E ~ 
0.30/>/iJ (E in GeV) to lead glass and BGO calorimeters with sub-percent 
resolutions over a large range of energies. 

3. Muon Spectrometers/Identifiers • all of the experiments except L3 have mag
netized iron shielding for the identification and measurement of muon tracks. 
The momentum resolution of these systems is poor as compared with the in
ner tracking systems mentioned above. The L3 detector handles muons in 
an inside-oul manner. The muon identification is achieved by penetration of 
the unmagnetiztrd hadron calorimeter. The muons arc momentum analyzed 
in a huge magnetic spectrometer that is external to the identification shield
ing and has much higher momentum resolution than the internal tracking 
system. 

4. Vertex Detectors - since the Z° is a fairly copious source of b and c quarks. 
all of the experiments have high precision tracking systems at small radius. 
The resolution of these systems is typically a few 10*s of microns pi>r track 
measurement. 
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5. Triggers - since the total (accepted) cross section in an c+e~ experiment is 
quite small, a trigger is necessary lo find bunch crossings that contain events. 
The SLC and LEP experiments all contain electronic hardware that can find 
drift chamber tracks and calorimeter energy depositions during the interval 
between bunch crossings (22.5 fisec at LEP, 8.3 msec at SLC). Typically, 
any event containing two or more charged tracks or a calorimeter energy 
deposition larger than approximately 5 GeV is recorded. 

6. Specialties - in addition lo the common elements, most of the experiments 
have some special strengths and features. The following is a partial list: 

(a) Ring Imaging Ccrenkov Devices - DELPHI and SLD use ring imaging 
Cerenkov devices to identify long-lived hadrons. 

(b) High Resolution Vertexing - Mark II and SLD make use of the small 
SLC beam and the small SLC vacuum chamber with very high resolution 
microvcrtex detectors, 

(c) Muou Measurement - as already mentioned, L3 has been optimized for 
the measurement of muon final states. 

(d) DE/DX - the ALEP1I and DELPHI have time projection chambers as 
their primary tracking systems. These devices arc capable of very good 
measurements of the charged-particle energy loss due to ionization of 
the chamber gas. This information can be used to identify long-lived 
charged particles at low momentum. 

(e) Hadron Calorimetry • the SLD calorimeter is expected to have good 
energy resolution for hadronic final slates. 

The Electron-Positron Environment 

Unlike the situation with hadron colliders, the most copious processes in a 
high energy « + c~ collider are also the most interesting ones. The signatures and 
relative sizes of the various processes are indicated in Table VI. The most serious 
background to Za production is due lo the various two-photon processes. The 
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two-photon background is rather trivial to remove from the data sample (a tola) 
energy cut is sufficient to suppress it by several orders of magnitude). 

Table VI 

Event Type Signature r{-y5- Mz) 
c + c ~ —» Z° -* hadrons 2-3 jets 

£ 20 charged tracks 
- 3 0 nb 

(small angle) 
45 GeV clusters in 
small angle taggi r 

-50-200 nb 
(dep on acceptance) 

Transversely balanced 
low energy track pairs 

—7-£ tib 
(dep on acceptance) 

e^c" —* 2° —* / i + / '~ back-to-back 
high energy tracks 

—1.5 nb 

t+<T -+ 2° -> r+T- acolinear track pairs 
1-3 combinations 

—1.5 nb 

4.2. MASS AND WIDTH OF THE Z° 

We have already discussed the importance of a high precision measurement of 
the mass of the Zc. The width of the 2° has a tree-level dependence upon the 
parameters of the Standard Model and tin- particle content of the theory. The total 
width is the sum of the partial widths for the decay into each f'Minion-ant iferntioit 
final state, 

where Vfj is the partial width for the decay Za -* ff and the constant Cf is 
defined as 

r - / ' + **^* f o r * p p t o n s 

, / " l 3 - [ l + fcQ/ + ^ ] for quark.. 

Note that the expression of each partial width in terms of M% ha* the advantage 
that the mtvp and rnam„ dependences are minimized. The partial widths for a 
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generation of quarks and teplons are listed in Table VII. The last line shows the 
expected total width for three lepton flavors mid five quark flavors. A small phase 
space suppression factor is included for the bit final stair. 

Table V I I 

Filial State r / / 

uii 

IC6 MeV 
83 MeV 
297 MeV 
3S3 McV 

2.75 Generations 2.481 GeV 

The af.tual measurement of M% and X% is made by measuring Urn cross section 

for tlio process c + e~ -* Z° —* ff for a number of center-of-mass energhst about, 

the Za pole. The theoretical Z lincshape is then fit I© the measured cross section 

points to extract the desired parameters. This technique is illustrated in Figure 8 

which shows the result of an actual measurement by the Mark 11 Collaboration?1 

The theoretical lincshape was discussed in great detail by Michael Peskin in a 

lecture at this institute. He showed that (he tree-level lincshape for the process 

e+t~ —> Z° —* ff is welJ-approximated by a relativist^ Breit-Wignrr form, 

a I'ijr ArtcVjj 
"f^" Jq • {s - Mir-p^rjMl- < 4 2 > 

Equation ('1.2) does not apply to the process c+c~~ ~* c + e _ which occurs via both 
s-t-iiannel and t-channel snbproresses. 

The electron and positron radiate real photons rather copiously in a hard col
lision. The litieshape is strongly affected by the initial state radiation. This effect 
can be treated in a Drcll-Yan-likc formalism by introducing an electron structure 
function. The electron structure function D(x,$) is defined as the probability that 
an electron (positron) radiated a fraction 1 - :r of its initial energy during the 
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collision (of cm enerpy y/s)T The radiatively corrected cross section can then be 

written as, 

<r/(s) ^ I <ixidx2D{xi,s)D{x2yS)a'j(s sr xixjs), (4.3) 

where x\ and x* the electron and positron energy fractions. The leading tcrtn of 
the electron structure function has the form, 

/ ) ( x , 5 ) ^ ^ l - x ) ' - 1 , (4,1) 

where the dimensionless constant 0 is the effective number of radiation lengths for 
the process, 

2 Q 

3T L \ m ; / 

The effect of the convolution described in equation (4.3) is to reduce the peak cross 
section by ~25% and to shift the peak or the cross section by roughly 120 McV 
from the pole position. 

It is convenient to write the radiatively corrected cross section in a form that 
is close to the underlying Breit-Wigncr form, 

°f{9) = %' (* - Ml) "+r« J /w | ' ( 1 + 6 R C ( S ) ] > ( 4 5 ) 

where the effects of the radiative corrections are contained in Sac[s)- Using equa
tion (4.1), we can expression all of the quantities that appear in equation (4.5) in 
terms of a single parameter, A/j. Note that this choice of parameters minimize 
the sensitivity of the iinesliape to higher-order terms in m j o p and »«/,,,,,,„. 

Equation (4.5) is the basis for the measurement of a number of Z resonance 
parameters. The analysis is usually performed with several sets of constraints; 

* Note that the electron structure function is defined as a number distribution unlike tlio 
hadron structure functions which are defwd as notiualizud momentum distributions. Tin; 
e+e~ cross section* therefore lack the factors or x~' thai appear in the hadronic rross 
sections. 
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1. All resonance parameters are constrained to their Standard Model values. In 
this case, th<j only free parameter is Mg. The measurement can be performed 
with any or at) of the final states (the c + e~ final states must be excluded or 
fit to the correct form). 

2, The visible partial widths are constrained to their Standard Model values 
and the invisible width is allowed to vary as a free parameter. The total 
width Tz is decomposed into visible and invisible portions, 

(4.6) 
— I via T * inv-i 

where the visible width Tvia contains all hadronic final states and all charged 
lepton pairs, and r i n M contains the neutrino decays and any additional un
observed particles. Any or all of the final states can be used to perform the 
measurement (with the usual caveat about electrons). The data are therefore 
fit to a function of two parameters (A/z and fin*), 

ff/(3) = i f ' (—JU|H+'(rl + r ^ ^ / J i j f ' [ 1 + S R C { S ) V ( 4 J ) 

3. The resonance parameters of the total hadronic cross section are not con
strained to their Standard Mode) values. The haditmic cross section is de
scribed by the model-independent form, 

where the free parameters are: A/JJ, Tg, and the ' rce-Ievel hadronic peak 
cross section <rJJB(/. The Standard Model prediction for the tree-level peak 
cross section is, 

^ L = ^ ~ ^ ^ ' » I , 5 m > - 1 . (4.9) 

4, None of the partial widths given in equation (4.5) are constrained to their 
Standard Model vnliirs. This analysis is most elegantly performed by fitting 
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the hadronic and leptonic final states separately but simultaneously. If the 
electron final states (and the appropriate lineshapc) arc not used, it is neces
sary to invoke lepton universality, T t e = J\IJI — TTr. Assuming universality* 
the fit involves four parameters [Mz, Tz, T^ j , and P«), 

Scanning Theory 

A hadron collider gives the experimenter a free energy scan, The hadron struc
ture functions are quite broad in that reasonable quark-quark Luminosity U pro
duced over a large range of energies. The electron structure functions have an 
integrable singularity at x = 1. Most of the e + e~ luminosity is produced near the 
nominal value of y/$. The experimenter can therefore choose the most efficient 
energy scan to optimize the measurement he/she wishes to measure. Note that 
an optima] scanning strategy requires some a priori knowledge of the parameters 
that one desires to measure. In the earliest runs of the SLC, the ZQ mass was not 
well known and it was necessary to search for an enhancement in the event rate. 
Once Mz became somewhat constrained, it was possible to choose very efficient 
operating points. The presence of the Standard Model as a predictor of widths 
and couplings made this task much easier. 

Let us consider a hypothetical scan of N energy-luminosity points: 

I Cdt •= £j,Z,2»"')£w-

We assume that a cross section o~\ is measured at each point, 

The M parameters aj (j = L,A/) of our theoretical lincshapc tr{E) can be 
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extracted from a ,\ 2 fit to the measured points. The quantity x2 >s defined as, 

where 6<Ti is the error oil the i t h measurement. 

The best estimate of the parameters (aj) is the one that minimizes v 2 . The 
parameter errors are found from a Taylor expansion of \ 2 about the minimum 
value, 

- V3(6) + £ ( C - 1)ifct«i " «j)(a* - St) 

where the matrix G" 1 is the inverse of the parameter covariance matrix. The error 
hyperellipsoid is determined by changing x2 h>y one unit about the minimum value. 
It is straightforward to show that the parameter errors are given by the diagonal 
elements of the covariancc matrix C, 

f ^ ) 2 - CJJ . (4.12) 

Averaging equation (4.11) over many experiments, the inverse matrix can be ex
pressed in the following form, 

Although equation (4.13) is quite general, it is useful to express the cross section 
errors in tnrms of the luminosity and the theoretical cross section. Ignoring the 
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statistical errors on the luminosity measurements* we can express the cross section 

errors as (off,)2 = a{Ei)jLi, Equation (4.13) can then be written as, 

where we define the so-called sensitivity function $[E,UJ) as 

If the lineshape is a function of a single parameter or if the off-diagonal elements 
of the inverse matrix. C _ 1 are small, the parameter errors have a particularly sample 
form, 

( f a j J ^ a ^ L , . 5(Ei,«j)] • {4.16) 

Equation (4.16) implies that the error la j is minimized when the integrated lumi
nosity is concentrated in regions of scan energy when \S[E, aj)\ is large. Note 
that | £ ( £ , a , ) | is large where the derivative \daf'da^\ is large and where the cross 
section is small. 

The correlations between the parameters arc describe by the off-diagonal ele
ments of the matrices C - 1 and C (the error ellipsoid is unrotated if they vanish). 
The presence of non-zero corrdttfton always increases a parameter error beyond the 
value given in equation (4.16), It is clearly import ant to minimize the off-diagonal 
elements by our choice of the scan point luminosities. 

Equations (4.14) and (4.12) predict ilic cotnpk'tc parameter error inatiix ui 
terms of the theoretical lincshapc and the scan point luminosities. Xote that it /.•= 
assumed that \ 2 is well-defined (N > M} and thtit a sufficient number of rrrntf is 
collected at each point that the errors are Govasian. 

* This assumption is quite valid for the measurement of non-resonant cross sections, 
f The presence of non-zero commit ion allows the error iissociuiecl one pa..imeter to kak into 

the error associated wiili another parameter. 
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Since any cross section measurement has an associated normalization uncer
tainty, it is important to consider the sensitivity of the final result to systematic 
shifts in the measured cross sections. Expanding the theoretical cross section in 
parameter space about the best estimates h}, it is straightforward to derive the 
average shift in a parameter Aa, caused by shifts in the measured cross sections 

<A.,) = | ; C , 4 . | > ^ . £!-(£,>. ,M7) 

It is clear thai we would like to choose the energies and luminosities to minimize 
the parameter errors and the correlations between the parameters. We can be 
guided in this task by examining the energy dependence of the functions •?(/?,«,). 

As an example of the usefulness of the sensitivity functions, let us consider the 
measurement of the model-independent parameters of the hadronic cross section. 
For simplicity, we assume that values of A/7, Vz, and <^a^{f^\) are 91 GeV, 2,5 
GeV, and 40 nb, respectively. The sensitivity functions for A/z, ?Zi and ^ a ( j ( A / | ) 
are plotted in Figures 1*11 as functions of E - Mz> The maximum sensitivity to 
Mz occurs at the scan energies -0.8 GeV and +1.0 GeV about the pole. Note that 
there is little sensitivity to Vj at these pointi. The maximum sensitivity to Vz 
occurs at points that arc approximately ±2 GeV about, the pole. If we choose our 
energy-luminosity points symmetrically about the polo, the sum of the products 
S(EiiMz)-S[Ei,rz) will t o d to cancel since S(EmMz) is odd about the pole and 
S[E,T%) is even about Uul pole. The maximum sensitivity to <7®aii occurs at the 
pole. The same odd-even effect that cancels the Alz-Vz correlation will cancel the 
A'/7-o/!arf correlation. The I V c J w correlation cannot be cancelled by a choice of 
scan energies. However, it is not intrinsically large since S[E,Tz) is small in the 
energy region where S(/:\ffj) l i ( /) is large, 

in general, a scan strategy that is based upon equations (4.14) and (4.12) is 
a problem in linear programming. The scan planner must decide how important 
various parameters are and what constraints must he satisfied. Nevertheless, fairly 
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simple considerations lead to the conclusion that a minimal /J-pole scan should 
include points at 0, ±1, and ±2 GeV about the pole. 

Event Selection 

The selection of hadronic and leptonic events was done by the five experiments 
with five different sets of criteria. While these criteria differ in detail, they do 
contain a number of common features. The selection of hadronic events usually 
involves the following requirements: 

1. The event is required to contain five or more charged tracks. This require
ment is sometimes relaxed to three or more tracks. In this case, one must he 
careful to exclude T + T ~ events from the sample. 

2. The event is required to have a visible energy (track momenta and/or c, lorime
ter energy) that is larger than 10% of the center-of-mass energy. The princi
pal reason for this requirement is to suppress two-phototi events. 

3. Most of the analyses require that substantial energy be observed in both 
hemispheres about the detector midplane (polar angle 0 = 90°), This re
quirement suppresses beam-gas events. 

4. The time of the event must be consistent with the time of a beam crossing 
(to suppress cosmic ray events). 

The detection efficiency for hadronic events is typically ~f)fi% with an uncer
tainty of 0-5-1%. The residual background contamination is typically at level of a 
few parts in 103 (mostly from T- +T~ events). 

Leptonic events are selected by a set of criteria that are similar lo llie following: 

1. Electron Final States 

(a) The event is required to have two tracks. Some analyses require that the 
acolinearity angle be less than 5°. 

(b) There must be energy depositions in the electromagnetic calorimeters 
that match the tracks (spatially and/or in energy-momentum). The 
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total energy of the calorimeter clusters must be a large fraction (J& 80%) 
of the centcr-of-mass energy. 

2. Mtion Final States 

(a) The event is required to have two tracks. Some analyses require that the 
acolinearity angle be less than 5*. The momenta of each track must be 
£ 60% of the beam momentum. 

(b) The energy deposition in the calorimeter th.it is associated with each 
track must be consistent with the passage of a minimum ionizing particle. 

(c) At least one track is required to penetrate the muon shielding and be 
detected in the outer tracking system. 

3. Tail Pinal States 

(a) The event is required lo have a visible energy that is larger than M0% 
of the center-of-mass energy. 

(b) The event is required to have between two and six tracks. Dividing the 
event into two thrust hemispheres, the legal track configurations are: 
one track recoiling against one track (1-1), one track recoiling against 
three tracks (1-3), or three tracks recoiling against three tracks (3-3). 

(c) The track momenta of two-track events are required to be 4 60% of the 
beam momentum. 

(d) The invariant masses of the charged tracks in each hemisphere must be 
less than 2 GeV. 

The detection efficiencies for lepton pairs are strongly affected by the accep
tance of the tracking, calorimelric, and muon identification systems, Typically, 
electrons are selected with the largest efficiency l~ 70%). The typical detection ef
ficiencies for inuon and lau pairs are 60% and 50%, respectively. The uncertainties 
on the efficiencies are typically about 2%. The background contamination from 
hadronic events, two-photon events, and miscategorized lepton pairs ranges from 
~ 1 % for electron pairs to ~ 5 % for tau pairs. 
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Luminosity Measurement 

The experimental luminosities arc inferred from measurements of the process 
c + e~ —* e + e~ at small scattering angles (25-150 milliradians). hi the small angle 
region, this process is dominated by t-channel exchange of photons and is indepen
dent of the parameters of the 2° system. The tree-level differential cross section 
has the form, 

<tol*m _ 4wor* 1 
de ~ a *»• (4.18) 

where the scattering angle 8 is assumed to be small. An accurate determination 
of the luminosity requires that the radiative corrections be included in equation 
(4.18). Nevertheless, equation (4.18) does illustrate one of the difficulties in the 
measurement of the luminosity. The measured cross section o$U"* is a sensitive 
function of the angular acceptance of the detector edges, 

where 6\ and 9i are the angles of the inner and outer detector edges. 

Each of the SLC/LEP detectors contains a luminosity monitor that consists of 
two cylindrical electromagnetic calorimeters designed to detect c + c~ pairs in the 
very forward regions (from 25-60 milliriuliaiiB at the inner edges to ~)50 milliradi-
ans at the outer edges). In order to control the angular acceptance well, each device 
is either highly segmented or contains mi integr?* tracking system to measure the 
.scattering angle of each particle?. The accepted cross section for these devices is in 
the range 25-150 nb. In some cases, the statistical error on the luminosity determi
nation is a bit worse than that on tin- number of hadronic events (the radinlively 
corrected cross section for hadronir events is <v30 nb). The systematic error on the 
luminosity measurement is usually dominated by the uncertainty on the accepted 
cross section and on the offer I of higher-order radiative corrections. The systematic 
errors range from 1.3% to about &%, 
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The uncertainty on the luminosity determination must be combined with the 
uncertainty on the detection efficiency to yield an overall normalization uncer
tainty for a cross section measurement. The overall normalization uncertainties 
are typically several percent. 

Experimental Results 

The current results of the five SLC/LEP experiments'3"'1 are listed in Table 
VIII. The Mark II, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL results are based upon 
exposures of 17, 850, 53.9, 627, and 1247 nb" 1 , respectively. 

Table VIII 

The results of the 2° mass and width analyses of the SLC/LEP experi
ments. 

Experiment Mz (GeV) Tz (GeV) Tinv (MeV) <«f W Tu (McV) 

Mark II"1 

ALEPHW 

DELPHI'11 

L 3 l M T | 

OPAL1" 

91.14(12) 
91.18(4) 
91.06(9) 
91.16(1) 
91.16(3) 

2.54(6) 
2.42(21) 
2.54(5) 
2.54(5) 

460(100) 
501(26) 
400(1U7) 
548(29) 
453(44) 

42.0(40) 
41.4(8) 
42.8(58) 
39.8(9) 
41,2(11) 

92-OCm) 
83.9(22) 

83.0(24) 
81.9(20) 

Average 91.16(3) 2.54(3) 506(17) 40.8(5) 82.9(13) 

The following notes apply to the information that is presented in Table VIII. 

1. The Mark II value for the leptonic partial width is determined from the 
product of the measured ratio Tit/Vf,^ and the theoretical value for Vhad-

2. The ALEPH Collaboration quote their result for l"iB r in terms of the number 
of neutrinos Nv a* defined by the following 

r i n r = AV • r „ „ - AV • 166 MeV. (4.20) 

They derive Arj, from an analysis of r# mid ^at[- Note that this procedure 
is entirely equivalent to the use of equation (4.7) in a constrained frt. We 
convert their result to I",-,,,, for display purposes. 
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3. The Delphi Collaboration do not use <?jja(/ as a fit parameter but instead scale 
the Standard Model value Willi a free normalization parameter. We convert 
their result for the normalization parameter into a value for the peak cross 
section. 

4. The averages that are listed in the last line are calculated by weighting each 
measurement appropriately with its error. The common energy scale error 
was correctly included in the averaging procedure. All other errors are as
sumed to be uncorrected (which is undoubtedly incorrect). 

The mca.surements of the resonance parameters that are shown in Table VIII 
agree remarkably well with the Standard Model predictions. Using equation (4.20) 
we estimate the number of light neutrino species to b(>, 

Nu- 3.04 ±0,10, 

which is the best evidence for the three generation mode) (note that neutrino species 
of mass larger than Afz/2 are not ruled out). The only apparent discrepancy 
between the measurements and the expectations is that Tz seems a bit larger 
than expected (by ~60 McV). There are several possible explanations for this. 
We list them in descending order of likelihood: 1) it is a statistical fluctuation 
(the probability of a fluctuation is not small enough to establish a discrepancy); 
2) there is a correlating effect (like the energy or a scan point differed from its 
nominal value); 3) the QCD corrections to the hadronic partial widths need more 
work; 4) there is a new particle in the final stale. It is even possible that several 
of these explanations arc valid. 

Systematic Errors 

The various resonance parameters vary in their sensitivity to the enevgy stale 
and normalization uncertainties. The determination of Mz depends completely on 
the accelerator energy scale. The 27 MeV uncertainty on Hie LEI1 energy scale and 

t 

the 40 MeV uncertainly on the SLC energy scale apply directly to ma« measure
ments made at the two machines. The model-independent determinations of My. 
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are completely insensitive to the normalization uncertainty. The model constrained 
determinations of M% have a slight sensitivity to the normalization uncertainty. 
These uncertainties are typically a few MeV or less (even with the model con
straints, most of the M% information is derived from the resonance shape), 

The peak cross section and the invisible width <re strongly affected by nor
malization uncertainty. This can be seen from an inspection of equation (4.7). 
The invisible width enters the crosK section as a component of the total width. 
The influence of the total width is maximized when the center-of-mass energy is 
a = M\- The effect of the normalization uncertainty 6a upon the invisible width 
is approximately, 

*r i f l P - 1.5 GeV • ( — ) . 

The measurement of Y% depends almost entirely upon the measurement of the 
resonance shape. It is therefore insensitive to the absolute energy and normaliza
tion errors. It is sensitive to point-to-point errors in the energy and luminosity. 
These are typically much smaller Lhan the absolute errors. 

The measurement of the leptonic width is sensitive to the absolute normaliza
tion uncertainty. The peak leptonic cross section is proportional to the square of 
the leptonic width. The percentage uncertainty on V/t is therefore one half of the 
percentage uncertainty on the normalization. 

4.3. MASS AND WIDTH OK THE H' 

The measurement of the W boson mass and width will become possible in the 
second phase of LEP operation. The installation of superconducting RF cavities 
will permit the beam energy to be increased to a value above the threshold for the 
process c +c~ -+ IV+1V", 

High Energy c 4 e~ Cross Sections 

The tree-level expression for the H'-pair cross section is somewhat complex. 
The inclusion of initial slate radiation (as in equation ('1-3)) and finite widths 
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for the final state W bosons involves a four dimensional convolution of the tree-
level expression. We therefore choose to present only the result of a Monte Carlo 
integration. The cross section for the process e +e~ —• W* W~ is plotted in Figure 
12 as a function of £4 — M\v where £4 i? the single beam energy. The mass and 
width of the W are assumed to be 80 GeV and 2.1 GeV, respectively. Note that 
three curves axe plotted: the dashed curve is the basic tree-level cross section; 
the dashed-dotted curve is the cross section including the effect of initial state 
radiation; and the solid curve is the cross section including initial state radiation 
and the effect of a finite W width. The inclusion of initial state radiation reduces 
the size of the cross section. The finite W width produces non-zero cross section 
at energies below the nominal threshold at Fj, = M\y. 

The basic «+e*~ —* / / cross section for five quark and three iepton flavors in
creases from about 7 units of R at cenler-of-mass energies below the 2° pole to 10 
units of R at energies above the Z° pole* At y/s = 160 GeV, th<» tree-level cross 
section is approximately 34 pb. Unfortunately, the initial state radiative correc
tions increase this number enormously. Although the photon structure functions 
decrease greatly as * is decreased from t, tht Z polr is sufficiently large that the 
convolution given in equation (4.3J is several times larger than the tree-level cross 
section. The process c + e~ -• -,2** therefore dominates the visible cross section at 
W-pair threshold. Using equation (4,3), we estimate the size of the visible cross 
section to be ~150 pb at \/» = 160 GeV. 

C+e- -» W+W- Threshold Scan 

There are several different techniques that can lie used to measure the 11* mass 
at LEP II. It is possible to extract Mw from the measured distributions of jet 
masses or Iepton energies. Tlicsi? methods are ai" described in Reference 20. The 
technique that we'll discuss here is the measurement of the threshold behavior of 
tho W pair cross section. 

* The 'ink of It b the cross section for r*e^ _ • ) * — . fi*-^-. Numerically, the cross smion 
has the valu« *r/r = 86-8 nb-GeVa/«, 
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It is clear than the W mass can be extracted from the step in the cross sec
tion that ia shown in Figure 12. Since there is a large background from ordinary 
processes, it is necessary to apply selection criteria to the data to improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio. The background processes produce mostly two- and three 
jet hadronic events or lepton pair events that are often highly boosted along the 
beam direction. The visible energy of the background is often small as compared 
with y/a, The W-pair events appear most often as four-jet events (—44% of Im
pairs) or as an energetic lepton and two jets (~44% of VV-pairs). The authors of 
Reference 20 have'tudied a number of selection criteria to reduce Hie background 
cross section to less than -~1 pb while retaining ~75% of the four-jet and ~45% of 
the lepton-Hwo-jut events {we assume that r leptons cannot be used and that one 
third of the remaining events arc eliminated by the isolation cut used to suppress 
heavy flavor events). Assuming that the residual background is due to the large 
y/l continuum, the measured cross section would have the following form, 

(£fc) = evwiEi) + ^ 2 1 (4.21) 

where: e is the efficiency to identify a IV-pair event (e ~ 0.53); tTu,u,(Eb) is the 
cross section plotted in Figure 12; and B is a constant that represents the residual 
background (which presumably scales as I/5). 

s'jbsectionSensitivity Functions 

We can analyze th« Mw and Piv sensitivity of a cross section scan of the IV 
pair threshold by using the scanning theury that, was discussed in the last sec
tion. Numerically differentiating the measured cross section (as defined in equa
tion (4.2))), it is straightforward to calculate the sensitivity functions (or jV/ii', 
Hr, and the background const ant B. For the purpose of thi exercise, we assume 
that B m 1 pb • {2M\v)- or that the background cross sectio*. is 1 pb at IV-pair 
threshold. 

The sensitivity function ${Ei,Af\v) is plotted in Figure U an a function of 
ft — /i't - Alw- Note thai the maximum ieusiliviiy occurs at tt ^ 0.5 GeV. 
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The sensitivity function S(£fc, I V ) is shown in Figure 14 as a function of <(,. 
As one would expect, it peaks just below the nominal threshold (tj, = - 1 GeV) 
where the width-induced *ai7in the cross section is largest. The function 5(£&v Pir) 
decreases rapidly as E^ is increased. It passes through zero near tj, = 1 GeV and 
plateaus above n, = 3 GeV. The sensitivity in the plateau region is due to the 
reduction in the crusts section caused by the finite width (see Figure 12). The 
maximum value of |£(£a t r fp) | ' s smaller than the maximum value of the mass 
sensitivity function by a factor of three. A good measurement of Tit* wit) clearly 
require a substantial commitment of luminosity to a point of very small cross 
section. Note that the product S(EI,,M\Y) • S(E^Vw) is an odd function about 
the point <i = 1 GcV, In principle, the Mw-Vw correlation can b<" cancelled by 
measuring the cross section on both sides of this point. The functions S[Ek, Mir) 
and S(EktTw) are not large in the region «t > I GeV. The cancellation of the 
correlation therefore requires a substantial commitment of luminosity to a relatively 
insensitive region. 

The function S(£fc, B) ' s plotted as a function of ej, in Figure 15. As one would 
expect, the background sensitivity is largest at small beam energy and decreases 
dramatically as £4 increases through the W pair threshold, Note that it is possible 
to cancel the B-T\v correlation but that it is not possible to cancel the B-AIw 
correlation. 

Scan Strategies 

It is clear that precise measurements of './»' and I V require that L E P be 
operated in regions of small cross section. Since all other studies of the IV-pair 
system require a. large sample of data, there will be considerable pressure to operate 
the machine on the cross section plateau at the largest available energy. In ordor 
to estimate how precisely M\y and T\v could be measured in a 1-2 year run (500 
pb" 1 ) , we assume that 50% of the lu inosity is dedicated to operating at the largest 
available energy (we assume that tb -; 15 GeV or y/& = 190 GeV is achieved) and 
the remaining 50% is dedicated to operation in the threshold region. 
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It is instructive to first consider an extremely unrealistic scan scenaiio. We 
assume that we will measure only one parameter and that the other parameters 
are precisely known. In this case, we need only one scan point in the threshold 
region for a constrained fit. We choose to allocate the entire 250 p h - ' luminosity 
to operation at the most mass-sensitive point (tj - 0.5 GeV) or at the most width-
sensitive point (fj, = —1 GeV). Using equation (4.16) we estimate the precision of 
these measurements to be 

Si\i = 92 MeV or rftV = 280 MeV. 

The A/ir measurement w. uld he a very desirable result. The Tvv measurement is 
not competitive with the ecent indirect determinations thai have been published 
by the CDF and UA2 collaborations,"*'*" 

r w = (0.S5 ± 0.08) • I> = %\9 ± 0.20 GeV (CDF) 

Tw =" (0.8 * ± 0.08) • TZ = 2.30 ± 0.20 GeV (UA2). 

Since the width cannot be measured to an interesting level, it is dearly unwise to 
design a scan to measure T\y. We therefore concentrate on the measurement of 
Mw, 

A real measurement <. A/iv will require that the background constant B be 
varied as a fit parameter. Unfortunately, the B-Af\v correlation cannot be can
celed by a clever choice of scan points. It is therefore necessary to measure both 
parameters well. 

The number of scan p nts is somewhat arbitrary. A minimum of three points 
are required to constrain lh * two parameter problem. The presence of a high energy 
point implies that only tw • points are needed Li the threshold region. Equation 
(4.14) implies that several closely spaced points in a region of large sensitivity 
are equivalent to a single point in the same region. We can •hcrcfdie analyze 
the optimization of the M\v measurement by considering a two-point threshold 
measurement. 
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An optimal scan must include an eiwrgy point in a region of laTge background 
sensitivity |5(£j, B)\ and a point near (ho maximum of the mass sensitivity func
tion \S(Eb,Mw)\- We choose the scan point energies to be n, = —5 GeV and 
«t = 0,5 GeV, respectivelyr The apportionment of the available luminosity be
tween the two points is a straightforward problem in one-dimensional optimiza
tion. We find that the error SM\v has a very broad minimum about the ratio of 
luminosities, 1(0.5 GcV)/£(-5 GeV) cr 2/1. If the luminosities of the - 5 GeV 
and 0.5 GeV points are SO pb*"1 and 165 pb**1, respectively, the minimum value oC 
the error SAIw is approximately 155 McV. 

A two-point threshold scan is somewhat risky. It is safer to bracket the region 
of maximum M\v sensitivity with several scan points. We therefore construct an 
optimal four-point scan (a five-point measurement when the «j = 15 GeV point 
is included) by assigning one third of the 165 p b - 1 (55 pb^ 1} to each of three 
points: £(, = 0 GeV, 0.5 GeV, and 1.0 GeV. It is instructive to compare this scan 
{Scan 1) with a slightly modified version. The modified version (Scan 2) is created 
by shifting the luminosity from the Cb = 0 GeV point to ej, — — 1 GeV. We expect 
the second scan strategy to improve the width measurement at the expense of the 
mass measurement. Finally, we note that our modified scan strategy is similar to 
the scan strategy that was studied in Reference 20 (which we label Scan 3). The 
authors of Reference 2D assigned 100 p b ' 1 to each of the following five points: 
e& = - 5 GeV, - I GeV, 0 GeV, 1 GeV, and 15 GeV. 

Using equation (4.14) and the sensitivity functions, the performance of each 
scan scenario can be estimated. The expected number of detected events and the 
expected precisions JMr* ^IV, and 611 are listed in Table IX for each of the tlw-e 
scan strategies. The presence of a high energy point in each strategy reduces the 
Mw-Tw correlati n sufficiently that the A/jy precision obtained from the three 
parameter fit is essentially identical to that obtained from a two-parameter lit. 

* Varying the energy or the second point about c» = 0.5 GeV vcrifr* ih&l the B-Mw corre
lation does not shift the point of maximum Aftr sensitivity. 
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As one might expect, the third scan strategy which allocates 400 pb" 1 to 
the threshold measurement provides the most precise M\\> measurement, 6AJ\v = 
150 MeV. The M\y precision obtained from the optimized mass scan (Scan 1) is 
worse by 7%, Note however, that Scan I produws mtnhj 60% more events than 
does Scan 3. Surprisingly, the second nc.au strategy pmvidiw ;i slightly belter width 
measurement than docs the third strategy. This occurs because the second scon 
produces a smaller B-Y\v correlation than does the third scan strategy. 

It is clear from equation (4.21) that the functions .?(£/'(,, a}) are sensitive to the 
level of residual background and to the VV-pair detection efficiency. We investigate 
these effects by reducing the background constant to B = 0.5 pb • (A'%) 1 and 
by increasing the detection efficiency t o £u.ui — 0.70. The results are listed in 
Table IX. The error 6M\y is improved by approximately 20 MeV in the case that 
the background is reduced by a factor of two. The mass error is unproved by 
approximately 30 MeV when the efficiency is increased. Note that the optimal 
luminosity ratio 1(0.5 GeV) / i ( -5 GeV) is nominally sensitive to both effects. 
However, the optimal region is so broad that the use of a 2/1 ratio degrades the 
result by less than 1%. 
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Table IX 
The predicted results of three different five-point measurements of the Im
pair threshold. Scan 1 is optimized for the measurement of M\V> Scan 2 is 
an attenpt to improve the measurement of Titr. Scan 3 is identical to the 
threshold scan used in Reference 20. The results are presented lor several 
assumptions about the level of residua) background B and the IV-pair 
detection efficiency. 

Quantity Scan 1 Scan 2 Scan 3 1 

L[-l GeV] (pb- J) 
L[0 GeV] (pb- 1) 

I[0.5 GeV] fob"1) 
LllGeVKpb- 1) 

I{15 GeV] (pb- 1) 

85 
0 
55 
55 
55 

250 

85 
55 
0 

55 
55 
250 

100 
100 
100 
0 

LOO 

100 

B=L.0pb.[2A/ivl 2 

Number of Events 
SMW (MeV) 
6rW (MeV) 

SB(pb[2Mw)2) 

2951 
160 
531 
0.12 

2912 
176 
482 
0.12 

1863 
150 
492 
0.12 

B = 0.5pb-[2i»/n-]2 

Ctuur ^ 0.53 
Number of Events 

SMW (MeV) 
STw (MeV) 

SB (pb • \2Mwf) 

2737 
137 
508 

0.096 

2698 
154 
450 

0.098 

1027 
130 
448 

0.098 

B = 1.0 pb • [2MW? 
£WI„ = 0.70 

Number of Events 
SMW (MeV) 
STW (MeV) 

SB{pb<[2Mw]2) 

3760 
130 
453 
0.12 

• 

3709 
144 
407 
0.13 

2309 
123 
410 
0.13 
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Systematic Errors 

The measurement of the VK-pair threshold is affected by systematic uncer
tainties on the energy scale and cross section normalization. The energy scale 
uncertainty affects the M\v measurement directly. Assuming that the fractional 
error on the beam energy scale is constant, the uncertainty on Mw should be com
parable to the one that applies to the Mz measurement. By 1994, this uncertainty 
is expected to be ~20 MeV. 

The sensitivity of the results given in Table IX to normalization errors can 
be estimated from equation (4.17). Taking the first scan strategy as an example, 
we estimate that the uncertainties on the parameters are related to an overall 
normalization uncertainty 8afa as follows, 

SMW- -2.26 GeV- — 
a 

&VW = - 19-3 GeV. —. 
o 

The normalization error must be controlled to the 3% level to avoid inflating the 
Mw error. 
Sensitivity to Assumptions 

Our analysis assumes that we have complete a priori knowledge of the W 
resonance parameters. Although the characteristic width in Ef, space of the Mw 
sensitive region is larger than the current uncertainty on Mw, our precision esti
mates are likely to be somewhat optimistic. It is possible to alter the results by 
&10% by varying the resonance parameters over reasonable intervals. 

Conclusions 

Despite the uncertainties on the ultimate W-pair detection efficiency and resid
ual background contamination, several conclusions can be drawn from this analysts: 

1. The most sensitive scan region for the measurement of Mw is <$ = 0-1 GeV. 
The mapping of the entire thtrshold shape would produce a less precise mea
surement. 
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2. It is not possible to remove the correlation between t lie background parameter 

and M\v by a clever choice of scan point energies. This implies that n scan 

point of energy below the nominal threshold is quite important. If the energy 

is chosen to be tj, = —5 GeV (Ej = 75 GeV), an ;l/n--flplimiv;ed scan strategy 

would allocate twice as much integrated luminosity to l,hc M\v sensitive 

region as is allocated to the low energy point. 

3. A measurement of Jl/ir at the ^160 MeV level is possible with the dedi

cation of a large integrated luminosity (250 |>!>-1) and good control of the 

background contamination. 

4. The measurement of I V to an interesting level is difficult or impossible. It 

is probably unwise to attempt anything more than a cursory measurement. 

4.4. FORWARD-BACKWARD ASYMMHTIUKS 

In the next several years, several asymmetries of the Z,f cross section will be 

used to test the electro weak portion of the Standard Model. Note that nil of these 

tests work by measuring the ratio of the vector and I lie axial vector couplings of 

the. Za to the fermionic current. As was described in the Introduction, this implies 

that the sensitivities of the various tests can be characterized in terms a single 

parameter sinty,,, Note that this parameter differs from the Sirlin definition thai 

was used to describe the ratio M\y(Mz-

Let us begin by considering the cross section Tor the process c + r ' —» / / . 

We assume the electron and positron brains ran be longitudinally polarized. The 

beam polarizations, / J ~ and / J + , are described in terms of a helieity basis (P = +1 

describes a right-handed beam, P = - I describes a left-handed beamt. We ran 

then write the tree-level cross section in the cm frame as follows, 

where: the nnpolarized ' vt ia l cross sections due lo ~,Z interference and pure '/. 
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exchange are defined as, 

o-f = -8Q/sin 3 20 I P Rr{r(«)][(I + a» f t 0*)n ' / + 2 r o s ^ n » ; ] 

ff« ~ | n * ) | 2 [<I + « B a *')(»•• + « 2 )( t7 + «}) + ScosflVflt'/nrl; 

0* is llie angle of the outgoing form ion relative to the incident electron; the polar
ized partial cross section* due to fZ interference ami pure Z exchange are defined 
as, 

of = SQ/sin 2 S M M n * ) ] [(1 + m«t3"*)«»'/ + 2ros0'mr\ 

<*l = - | r ( « ) | 2 [d + coi J 0 , )2rn(r} + a}) •+• 2coRfl'(ir + n a )2M f « / 

the constant Ar/ is the color factor (3) for quark final states; and where the nor
malized Z propagator is defined in equation (3.12). Note that we've assumed that 
the masses of all final stale fc-rmions are small as compared with \/s and that 
the uupolarized cross section lor pure photon exchange is small as compared with 
the pure Z and interference terms. In the case that the heams are iinpolarized 
(P+ = P~ = 0), equation (-1.22) is identical to the expression that we used to 
describe the rruss section for the process qi{ —* /f0,-) —» C+(~ (equation (3.12)). 

We have already defined the forward- hack ward asymmetry in the context of 
the process qq —+ f+f~ (see equation [3.1'.))). The asymmetry is defined in exactly 
I hi-same way for the process t+t~ -* ff. For tinpolarized electrons and positrons, 
the form of the asymmetry at t he Z° pole is identical to the form that was given 
in equation (3.20), 

where the function F(j-) = *l.r/(« + x~) accounts for incomplete coverage of the 

detector in .r = cosfl* space, and AL}{ is defined as a particular combination of 
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coupling constants, 
f _ - 2 W 

nt.P — ,,2 , . 2 ' {•1.2-1) 

The forward-backward asymmetries are fairly sensitive to sin 6W due to the 
presence of the vector coupling constants (sec equations (2.2) and (2.3)). The 
expected size and sensitivity to siirtf,,, of each asymmetry is listed in Tabic X 
(assuming that the appropriate value of sin 20 u l is 0.233). 

TftbleX 

Fermion Type 
(sin 3 0 v ~ 0.233) 

Sensitivity to sin20„, llj 0.063 
0.089 
0.012 

6AFB m 4.2fcin36.. 
$AFB a 5.6$sin20u, 
6AFB a 1.6£sin2d„. 

Table X illustrates a Peter Principle of experimental physics*, the most easily 
measured quantities are usually the least interesting ones. The forward-backward 
asymmetry for muons is undoubtedly the most straightforward one to measure but 
is the least sensitive to sin"0u,. The identification and measurement of quark jets 
is more difficult. The DELPHI Collaboration1"1 have studied the flavor tagging of 
simulated of hadronic jets (which makes use of the particle identification capability 
of their detector). The identification criteria, tagging efficiency, level of residual 
background, and the corresponding uncertainty on AFO are listed in Table XI. They 
find good consistency between several different fragmentation models. The obvious 
(and difficult to answer) question is whether nature agrees with the fragmentation 
models to the same level of consistency. It is clear th? f believable results nuisl be 
based upon very detailed experimental fragmentation studies. 
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Table XI 

The result of a Monte Carlo study of the flavor tagging of hadronic jets 
with DELPHI detector!"* 

Flavor Significant Criteria Efficiency Background 6AS

FB 

6-quark f^A** pairs, 
PtPK > 25 GeV2 

11.2% 16.1% 0.0013 

oquark ^ A ' * pairs, 
reconstruct D" 

SJ% 32.2% 0.0013 

5-quark high momentum 
A'±,A'°,A'0* 

2.9% 45.5% 0.0026 

u-quark high momentum 
I protons 

1.4% 30.5% 0.002 

Initial State Radiative Corrections 

We have already seen that the emission or initial state radiation causes the 
effective center-of-mass energy v l to be skewed from the nominal value. At tree-
level, the electioweak interference term causes a shift in the asymmetry as the 
energy varies away from A/^. Ignoring a small term in the denominator, the energy 
dependence of the asymmetry can be expressed as follows, 

A'FBV*) * 4t,W*) ~ 6Q/«i« 2 20 w ( l - &) . . " ' 2 V (4-25) 

The interference term becomes large as y/l varies from M%. Note that a shift 

A>/3 = -148 MeV is sufficient to cancel the tree-level nuionic forward- back ward 
asymmetry! 

The energy dependence of the forward-backward asymmetries is plotted Fig
ure 16. Note that the J-quark forward-backward asymmetry is the least sensitive 
to change?) in \fl. The steep energy dependence of the leptonic forward-backward 
asymmetries implies that they are quite sensitive to uncertainties on the tnitiai 
state radiative corrections. The uncertainty on A'UQ is currently estimated to 
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be 0.001. The corresponding uncertainties on the quark asymmeiries are much 

smaller. 

QCD Corrections 

The quark forward-backward asymmetries are affected by QCD correction* lo 
the Zqq vertex and by real gluon emission (which produces thrce-jei events). The 
QCD corrections have been computed to first order in «j by Klciss, Rotund, and 
Vcrzegnassi!"1 They find that the corrected asymmetry AHpn{i\s) can be described 
in terms of the tree-level asymmetry as follows, 

(-1.26) 

where the parameter TJ is four if all two- and three-jet events are used. If the three-

jet events (according to a purely theoretical definition) are exdudi-d, the parameter 

n decreases to one. The value of n that is appropriate to a real experiment must 

therefore be in the range 1-4. This leads to .in uncertainty that is a few percent of 

the native asymmetry. 

Statistical Uncertainties 

The statistical uncertainty that is associated with the measurement or an asym
metry A is given by the following expression, 

ri - /iV/2 I 
M-[-sr] *jjr ' • ' • 2 7 > 

where the number of events Ar is assumed to be large enough that a Gaussian 
treatment is applicable. Note that most asymmetries arc small AS compared with 
unity so that the A2 term in the numerator can be ignored. 

Bottom Line 

The LEP experiments are expected to accumulate a sample of 6x 10 s hadronir 

Z° decays (which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 200 p b - 1 ) in the next 

^ f l ( f t „ ) * > » h , ( a , - 0 ) 
. ' " ' t o . 
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several years. Combining the expected statistical and systematic errors, the preci
sion of the various forward-backward asymmetry measurements can be predicted. 
The total uncertainty f>Aj?}} and the corresponding uncertainly on sin2^,,, are listed 
in Table XII. 

Table XII 
The expected precision of measurements of l lie forward-hack ward osym-
nwtrics with a sample of 6xlO f i Z° events. 

Asymmetry 6AFB (all effects) Psin-0M, 

*FB 0.003 0.0020 
/lFIi 0.01 0.0030 

*FB 0.007 0.0016 

*FB 0.007 0.0021 

*FB 0.006 0.0010 

Note that the /i-quark asymmetry offers the most sensitive test of the Stan
dard Model. This particular asymmetry has a particular difficulty that must be 
addressed. The measured asymmetry can be diluted by the mixing of neutral B 
mesons. A complete reconstruction of each B meson or baryon would permit the 
exclusion of the B$ and B® mesons from the asymmetry measurement. Unfortu
nately, this is beyond the capability of most detectors. The tagging of 6-jets is 
more easily done with largo Pi (with respect to the jet axis) leptons. The mea
sured asymmetry AFI){mtMs) is then related to the native quark asymmetry by 
the following expression, 

AFB(mcas) = (1 - 2\m) • AFD, (4.28) 

where \ m is the mixing-induced probability of measuring a wrong-sign lepton. The 
parameter \ n , can be extracted from a measurement of the ratio of the number of 
same-sign lepton pairs to the total number of lepton pairs, 

Kf,pP\ — A m i ' — Xmh 
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where the notation is obvious. Note that \-m is n-L the actual mixing parameter 
but is a phenomenological average quantity that depends upon the neutral meson 
fractions and upon the selection criteria. 

A reasonable value for \m is in the range ~0.1. Therefore, a sample of 6xlO f i 

hadronic 2° decays would produce several thousand same-sign leplon pairs. This 
number should be adequate to correct the measured asymmetry for mixing effects 
•without inflating the combined error greatly, 

4.5. THE LEFT-RIGHT POLARIZATION ASYMMETRY 

At the beginning of this lecture, we mentioned that the SLC will have a polar
ized electron beam with a degree of polarization PQ Z£ 40%. There are also plans 
to produce longitudinally polarized electron and positron beams at LEP. These 
enterprises are designed to measure the polarization dependent part of the total 
cross section as defined in equation (4.22). The forward-backward asymmetries 
are defined to select the part of the e + c~ cross section that is odd under spatial 
reflection. The left-right polarization asymmetry is designed to select the part of 
the cross section that is odd in difference of the beam polarizations / , + - /*~, li is 
therefore useful to define a generalized beam polarization Pg that is proportional 
to P+ — p" and has a convenient normalization, 

P+-P-

Note that Pg is positive whenever the electron beam is left-handed and/or the 
positron beam is right-handed. It is negative whenever the reverse is true. The 
generalized polarization becomes unity when cither beam is completely polarized-
The positron beam of the SLC is unpolarized. The generalized polarization there
fore has the simple form, Pg = -P~. 

The left-right polarization asymmetry is defined as the ratio of the difference 
of the tola! Z° production rates with left-handed and right-handed beams to the 
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total rate. This can be expressed more precisely as, 

E / {l-tl rfw/(c ?9 = +D - J 2 , rf»/(c, ^ , = - 1 ) } 
>*/,* = \ f , (4.30) 

E / {/-i, *»/(«.*# = +1) + J%t dc*j{c,Pa = -1)} 

where: c = cos0*; (J/fc,/^) is shorthand for the differential cross section d<rj/dSl*; 
±xy are integration limits that depend upon fermion type; and where the sum is 
taken over all visible final state fermions except electrons (to exclude the t-channel 
scattering procesB). Note that the integrals must be taken over symmetric limits 
(which is a natural property of most e + e~ detectors). 

Substituting equation (4.22) (actually, the version or equation (4.22) with finite 
final stale masses) into equation (4.30) it is straightforward to show that the left-
right asymmetry takes the following form on the Z° pole, 

(•»+«2) Zj in, *ft«$+«})(i+0}*)+(•) - «})(i - m' 

where 0f is the velocity of the final state fermion in the / / center-of-mass frame. 
Cancelling the common factor, we recover a fatmliar expression, 

A - g v q 2(1 - 4sin20w) 

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this derivation: 

1. Am depends upon the Z°-electron couplings atone. The dependence on the 
final state couplings cancels in the ratio, 

2. Am is independent of the detector acceptance. This remains true even if 
each final state for mi on is accepted differi'iilly. 

3. Am is independent of final state mass effects (which would cause f)f to differ 

from unity). 
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-I. All of the visible final states except the elect ron pairs can bi* used to measure 
AIR. The measurement therefore ulilizes about §6% of the visible decays. 
Tlie various other Standard Model tests that are performed on the Zv pole 
make use of much smaller fractious of the event total ("- \% for the rimouic 
forward-backward asymmetry, -v 0.0% for the r potarixatiuu measurement. 
and «- 4% for the b-quark forward-bark ward asymmetry). 

5. AIR is very sensitive to the electroweak mixing parameter sin-0 u l. This is 
shown graphically in Figure 17. Small changes in Am are related to changes 
in sii\~0u, by the following expression, 

SAut za -S6siir0„.. (4.32) 

For Mz = 91.17 GeV, the asymmetry is expected to be in the range )3%-
15S8. 

Radiative Corrections 

The left-right asymmetry has the property that it is insensitive to a large 
class of relatively uninteresting real and virtual radiative corrections and is very 
sensitive to an interesting set of virlunl elecLroweak corrections. This behavior cm 
be summarized as follows: 

1. The left-right asymmetry is very insensitive to initial slate radiative COJTI*T-

tions. The emission of real photons by the incident electron and position 
causes a smearing of the center-of-mass energy of the / / system (\/s). The 
left-right asymmetry is quite insensitive to small changes in y/s. The en
ergy dependence of ALR is compared with those of several forward backward 
asymmetries in Figure 16. The size of the initial state radiative correction 
to AIR is calculated to be' 3 6 1 6 A Lit ^ 0,002 (this is a 2% correction to the 
asymmetry). The uncertainty on the correction to Am is smaller by an order 
of magnitude. 
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2. The QCD rorrrrt ions to the left-right asymmetry vanish entirely to all orders 
in the strong coupling constant n , at the leading order in the electromagnetic 
coupling constant or. The leading QCD correction* to Am are the (extremely 
small) corrections (o the weak vector boson box diagrams. 

;i. The theoretical uncertainty on Am is completely dominated by the uncer
tainly on the reiiornittli/.alioii of I 1M* electromagnetic coupling constant to the 
Z° mass seal*-. The current value of this uncertainly is a ' ! 1>Ais c; 0.002. 

A. The left-right asymmetry is quite sensitive to virtual i:lectroweak corrections 
and to the presence of m-w psutich'ti. The sensitivity of the asymmetry to the 
top quark mass (ni|fl,,) and the Higgs boson mass {wmag^) will be discussed 
in the last section of this document. 

Experimental Errors 

At the SLC, tin* measurement, of Am is performed by randomly flipping the 
sign of the beam polarization on a pulse-to-pulse basis and by counting the number 
of ZQ events tli.il are produced from each slate. The measured asymmetry, / l"^ , 
is related to the theoretical asymmetry, Am, by the following expression, 

where Pa is the magnitude of the beam polarization {PQ — 0.-10). and Nz(P) is the 
number of Z° events logged with beam polarization P. Since the left-handed and 
right-handed £° cross sections are measured simultaneously, any systematic effects 
duo to variations in detector livetiije, luminosity, beam energy, beam position, etc., 
arc cancelled in the ratio of the cross sections. This technique was used success
fully to measure a very small polarized asymmetry (~ 10~5) in elcctron-deuteron 
scattering in 1978. The dominant systematic error is expected to be the uncer
tainty on the beam polarization measurement. We expect that the SLC Compton 
poUrimeler is capable of measuring the beam polarization with a precision of 1-2% 
(SPo/Po = 1-2%). 
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There are a number of consistency checks that can be made with the SLC 
polarization hardware. It is possible to reverse the circular polarization optics of the 
election source laser to search for systematic problems in that system. The polarity 
of the spin rotation system can be reversed to check for systematic problems in the 
damping rings. The polarization direction of each polarimeter target is reversible. 
The beam polarization can be measured separately with each target polarization 
direction {and must be consistent). Finally, the left-right asymmetry Tor small-
angle Bhabha scattering is very small (~ 10"*), The luminosity monitors therefore 
provide an important check that the left-handed and right-handed luminosities are 
equal (the left-right asymmetry of the Bhabha signal must be consistent with zero). 

Assuming that the dominant systematic error is the beam polarization uncer
tainty, the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty on AIR is given by the 
following expression, 

where Ntot is the total number of 2° events. The expected precision of the Am 
measurement and the corresponding precision on sin20„, are listed in Table XIII 
for several values of iV(pj. Note that the statistical uncertainty dominates the total 
error in the region NM < 106. At NM = 3 x 106, the statistical and systematic 
components arc comparable. 
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Table XIII 

The expected error on ALR and sin20Ui as a function of the number of Z° 
events, The left-right asymmetry is assumed to be AIR = 0.135 (which 
is in the middle of the range that is expected for M% = 91.17 GeV). The 
beam polarization is assumed to be PQ = 0.40 and the precision of the 
polarization monitoring is assumed to be SPQ/PQ = 0.01. 

* « * M i « Ssirr0w 

100K 0.006 0.0010 
300K 0.005 0.0006 

1M 0.003 0.00035 
3M 0,002 0.00025 

Note that a measurement of Am with 10s events determines $\n2Gw to a level 
that is comparable to a measurement of Ah

Fli thai is based upon 6x10° hadronic 
Z° decays. 

4.C. T H E T-LEI»TON POLARIZATION ASYMMETRY 

The left-right polarization asymmetry measures a combination of coupling con
stants that is particularly sensitive to sin~0w. It is obvious to ask whether there 
is comparable information in the degree of polarization of the final state fermipns. 
We define the final state polarization of a form ion as the difference in the cross 
sections to produce right-handed and left-handed particles, 

PACMO') = f{fR) ~ f i f L \ 
1 JSU«)+ *(/ i) 

where the notation is obvious. Assuming that the incident electron and positron 
are unpolarized, it is straightforward to show that the final stale polarization is 
given by the following expression, 

m M M M W r + A { l ( i ^ r ) 
' [l+cos*9*)+2AinA{Rax<P 

where the combination of coupling constant!) ALJi was defined in equation (4.30). 
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At any given angle, the polarization of the final state fcrmion depends upon 
AIH (the natural Z° polarization) and the final state couplings AjR. The depen* 
deuce upon the initial state couplings can be removed by inlegrat ing the numerator 
and denominator of equation (4.35) over symmetric limits. The average value of 
the final state fermion polarization is then given by the following simple expression. 

The fermion species that is the most obvious candidate for use as a final slate 
polarimeter is the r-lepton. It decays via a pure V—,4 current* into low multiplicity 
final states. Since {PT} is formally equivalent to the left-right asymmetry, the 
measurement of the average r polarization has some of the same advantages that 
are inherent in the measurement of AIR: 

1. (Pr) is very sensitive to the electroweak mixing parameter sin2/),,,. This is 
shown graphically in Figure 17. Small changes in (P T ) are related to changes 
in sin a0a by the following expression, 

6{Pr) ~ 8Jrin 34r. (4.37) 

For Mz = 91.17 GeV, the average polarization is expected to be in the range 
13%-15%. 

2. The measured value of {Pr) is independent of the detector acceptanre (as
suming that T~ and r + are accepted equally). 

3. The theoretical value of (PT) is insensitive to initial slate radiative, correc
tions. The energy distributions of the final stale decay product* are irfleeted 
slightly by the initial state radiation (which has a small effect on the mea
sured polarization). 

* Experimentally, the V-A character ofr decays is not well established. Tlu' 1̂ 'KI ineaAureinc-iit 
of tliR Michel p parameter is1 1 1 p s 0 73 ± 0.07 which is consistent with thp V-A value or 
0.75 but does not rule out significant drviatiou* 
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4. {PT) is very sensitive to the interesting virtual electroweak corrections. It is 

aifoctcd by the same theoretical error thai affects the interpretation of Am. 

The T as_a PolarimWcr 

The dominant decay modes of the r-lepton are the four single-prong modes 

listed in Table XIV. 

Table XIV 

Decay Mode Branching Ratio 

e~veur 

p~vr 

17,5±Q.4% 
17.8±0.4% 
22.3±l.l% 
10.S±0.6% 

4-mode total 63.4±1.37% 

The two leptoitic modes are 3-body decays and the two hadronic modes are 
even simpler 2-body decays. We can consider these decays in the rest frame of the 
T. It is assumed that the r spin is oriented along the z axis. It is straightforward 
to show thai tl-.r* angular distribution of the charged hadron from the 2-body decay 
7± _+ /,±t/ Js given by the following expression, 

where: 0* is the angle between the spin direction and the hadrou direction; PT is 
the T polarization; QT is the charge of the T; and the constant o; ( is given by the 
following expression, 

{ ] , for h = v 

$ $ = <M». f o r * - , 
where mt and tnp are the r and p masses, respectively. Ignoring the Icpton mass, 

the energy-angle dislributiona of the 3-body leptonic decays are given by the fol-
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lowing expression, 

£ ; p s F - M ~ 2» - r'QA" -2s,)cos9'1' '" !" 
where y is the scaled energy of the outgoing lepton y = 2EfJmT. 

Equations (4.38) and (4.39) show that the angular distributions of the r de
cay products are sensitive to Pr. Unfortunately, the r-leptons that are produced 
in Z° decay are not at rest but have the beam energy (as smeared by the initial 
state radiation). In the case of the 2-body decays, we have a sufficient number 
of constraints to calculate cosO* from the observed hadton momentum. Unfortu
nately, the non-observation of the two neutrinos from the leptonic decays makes 
this impossible for the 3-body decays. We therefore consider the laboratory energy 
distributions of the observed particles,. 

Let x r be the ratio of the observed energy of the r decay product to the bftnm 
energy. It is then straightforward to derive a simple relationship between xT and 
casQ* thai is valid for the 2-boHy decays, 

X r = % = \ ' [ l + * + C 1 " Z ) C O S 0 ^ { 4 " 4 0 ) 

where z is the ratio of square of the hadron mass to the square of r mass, s = 
mj /mr . Changing variables from cos0* to J r , equation (4.38) can be expressed as 
the laboratory energy distribution, 

where xr is constrained to the interval z < xT < 1. 

For the 3-body leptonic decays, we can express xr in terms of y and cos0*, 

x r s | - ( l + c « 0 , (4-ri) 

where the lepton mass is ignored. Changing variables from cos0\j/ to xr,y and 
integrating over all values of y (note that the allowed range for y is 0-r), equation 
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(4.39) can be expressed as a laboratory energy distribution, 

1 dN 
NdxT 

| - ^ + ^ ] _ M r [ * - ^ + |a 
(4.43) 

Statistical Sensitivity 

Tlie sensitivity of the laboratory energy distributions given in equations (4.41) 
and (4.43) to the average r polarization PT (note that we've simplified the notation) 
that is expected from the Standard Model is shown in Figure 18 for the r —• tvv and 
the T —t TTI/ decays. The curves correspond to thr polarization that is expected 
for sin20u, = 0.20,0.23,0,25,0.30, respectively. At sin 20 u, = 0.25, the average 
polarisation is zero, and the ir spectrum is Hat. Nolc that tlie it final state seems 
much more sensitive than do the leptonic final states. 

There are generally two approaches to the extraction of PT from the measured 
IT distributions. The first is to fit the measured distributions to the functions 
defined in equations (4,41) and (4.43). The second approach is to measure the 
first moments of the xr distributions, [t is straightforward to calculate the average 
value of xr for each distribution, 

I 5ff + 55' rVr, 
<*r> = 

- s), 2-body decays 
3* body decays. 

(4.44) 

Numerically, the mean values of xT for the ?TP, pv, and tuv final states are, 

{xr)K = 0.50 -0 .17 - PrQr 

(lr)p = 0.59 - 0.062 • PrQr 

(XT)( = 0.35 - 0.050 P r Q r . 

The average xT distribution for the wv Tina) state has the most sensitivity to Pr. 
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A third technique that can be applied only to I he 2-body decays is l<> convert 
the measured value of xT into a value of cos0* (using equation (4.4(1)) and to form 
the forward-backward asymmetry or the emitted hadrons. 

, . _ NHJQreoa' < 0) - .VfctQreosy > 0) _ o,, . 
^ B = iV„(QrCOS0- < 0) + ^ ( Q r e o s ^ V O ) " T ' P r ' C ° "**"' ( U 0 ' 

where ;Yj is the number of detected hadrons with a positive or negative value for 
the product QfCtwD* and where ros0* ( O , is the maximum accepted value of cos0* 
(this in the appropriate form of the acceptance function F that was defined for the 
Z forward-backward asyiiimelrips). 

In order to evaluate the statistical precision that is possible with each of the 
three techniques, wo assume that our ideal detector has complete acceptance (this 
is to avoid considerable complexity). The uncertainty on the measurement of ( r r ) 
is given by standard error of the mean which is the ratio of the variance of the 
distribution Axr and the square root of the number of events Ar that arc used to 
measure the distribution. The precision that is obtainable from a likelihood fit is 
given by an expression that, we've used several times (see equation (3.14)). The 
precision of a measurement of A*FB is given by A r ~ 1 ' 2 . These estimates are listed 
in Table XV. 

Table XV 

Technique Expected Error bPr (2-body) fiPr (3-hody) 

C(tr) 

— i 

I A f , 

[A-;^r(ft)V£]-,/a 

not applicable 

Note that the uieasun-iiKMit of the average (j>) det"rmines PT as precisely 

as a full likelihood fit to the x r distribution. The measurement of / t y B for the 

2-body decays is less sensitive than either of I he other techniques, t'sing ih<* 

expressions given in Table XV, we can estimate the *iatisf iral precision of an ideal 
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experiment, [ID reality, a minimum energy nit is necessary to reject background, 
hence the entire range of r r cannot be used.) Assuming that our experiment 
acquires a sample of fix I0 f i hadronic events, a tola) of 'J.-liJx ll) 5 T + T ~ pairs would 
be produced. We assume that the overall selection elhYiency is (50%. The number 
of produced and observed events for each decay mode are listed in Tabic XVI. The 
estimated error on l\ from eacli mode is listed in the Insl column. We conclude 
that the r e and pv linal states arc the most statistically sensitive decay modes. 

Tfcible XVI 

Decay Mode Produced Events Observed Events SPr 

r —• xu 5.38x10^ ;}.'j;ixiol 0.00% 
r —* pu 1.11 xlO* 0.66x10' 0.0147 

T —* tVV 8.7!) x 10'1 5.2Sx]04 0.0195 
T - » \%UV &.?Qx 10* 5.28X101 0.0195 

Systematic Errors 

There are several sources of systematic uncertainly in the measurement of the 

average r polarization. The two most sensitive final states are quite similar. The 

p^ meson decays into a pair of pious, TT^IT0. The pv final state therefore differs 

from the from the n-e final state only by the presence of an additional ff°. The 

dominant systematic uncertainty is due lo contamination of the irv sample by the 

pu final slate. Other systematic errors are the uncertainty on ihe energy scale of 

the decay products {from radiative effects and detector calibration uncertain ties) 

and an uncertainty due to detector biases. The combined systematic error has 

been estimated lo be in the range1**1 h}\ ^ 0.0050.00S. 

| iol loi i ] I.Jl|c 

The measurement of the average polarization of the r-leplons in Z° decay is a 

reasonably sensitive lest of the Standard Model, ll appears that the polarization 

could be measured to the 0.01'i level with a sample of 200 p b " 1 at LEP. This 

corresponds to an uncertainty on the effective shr0w of 0.0015. 
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5. Conclusions 

The recent measurements of the mass of the Z° have determined the parameters 

of the electrowcak portion of the Standard Model at tree-level. Precise measure

ments of other physical quantities will lest the elcctroweak theory at the loop level. 

The most promising of these are the measurements of the W boson mass that will 

be performed by experiments at the Tevatron and at LCP II and the measurements 

of the ratio the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z° that will be performed 

with a variety of techniques at the SLC and LEP I. It is interesting to compare 

the sensitivities of these measurements to loop-level corrections. 

We have wen that measurements of Mw to a level of precision 6M\v ~ 100-15(1 

MeV arc possible in the next several years. The dependence of Mw upon the to|> 

quark mass is shown in Figure 19. The solid curves enclose the 68.3% confidenro 

region that in expected for a ±20 MeV uncertainty on Alz (it is assumed that Mz ~ 
91.17 ± 0.20 GeV) as mtop is varied from flO GcV to 210 GeV. The Higgs boson 

mass is assumed to be 500 GeV. The 08,3% confidence interval that corresponds to 

a ±100 MeV measurement is shown as a solid error bar. The theoretical error thai 

is due to the uncertainty on the renormalizaMou of the electromagnetic coupling 

constant to the W mass scale is also shown. Note that a measurement error 

SMw — ±100 MeV corresponds to an uncertainty on mt„p of roughly 16 GeV. The 

analagous dependence of Xtw upon " i f / i ^ is shown in Figure 20. The dashed 

curves enclose the 08,3% confid ence region that is expected as T'tjiiggs is varied 

from 100 GeV to 900 GeV. The top quark mass is fixed to 150 GeV. Note that 

future measurement of M\y are unlikely to constrain the Higgs mass, 

The ratio of the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z° is best determined 

from measurements of the fc-quark forward-backward asymmetry and the left-right 

polarization asymmetry. Note that the precision of a measurement of Ah

Fa that is 

based upon a sampW of lixlO 6 hadronir 2 decays is comparable to a measurement 

of A-LR that is based upon 10* Z decays. We therefore use the left-right asymmri ry 

as a standard to determine tin- loop-level sensitivity of this class of measurement*. 
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The experimental confidence intervals that are presented in Table XIII are com

pared with the theoretical expectation for Am in Figures '21 and 22. The solid 

curves in Figure 21 enclose the 68.3% confidence region that is expected for mm^ 
~ 500 GeV and nn„p varying between 60 GeV and 240 GeV. The finite width of 

the region is due to a ±20 MeV uncertainly on the Za nmsn {we assume Mg = 

91.17 ± 0.02 GeV). The solid curves in Figure 22 en-lose the 68.3% confidence 

region thai is expected for m ( o p = ISO GeV and mmssa varying from 100 GeV to 

900 GeV. The size of the theoretical error on Am (±0.002) is shown as the dotted 

vertical error bar in eacli figure. The sizes of the experimental 68.3% confidence 

intervals that correspond lo the various values of Nt<,t are indicated by the solid 

vertical error bars. Since the r polarization asymmetry is formally equivalent to 

ALR, W « plot the confidence region that is expected from a measurement with a 

6M Za sample. It is clear that Am is quite sensitive to mt0F. A measurement with 

300K Z° events constrains the lop quark mass to a region of roughly 6mtop = ±17 

GeV which is comparable to a 100 MeV determination of Af\v. The sensitivity to 

"i//itfjj is dearly much smaller. A very high statistic? measurement of Aut could 

provide, at best, an indication of mwggs-

It is important to note that the sensitivities of M\v and the Z pole asymme

tries to higher order corrections and to new physical processes arc quite different. 

They are, to a large degree, quite complementary . This is particularly true if 

deviations from the Standard Model expectations are found. In that, case, several 

precise measurements would be required to constrain the space of new physical 

possibilities. An example of this complementarity is shown'""' in Figure 23 for the 

case that the Standard Model is extended to include a 500 GeV, \-lype Z' boson. 

The contours show the expected values of Mw and ALII a s n>top i*> varied from 50 

GeV to 200 GeV (m/j , S S J , is fixed to 100 GeV). The three contours in each group 

correspond to the three values of the 2° mass, A/# = 91.17 ± 0-02 GeV. Each 

group represents a different value of the Z® — Z* mixing parameter $\\\Qm. 'Die 

four groups correspond lo the four values sin 0m = 0.0, —0.005. —0.010. —0.015 (top 

to bottom). The precision expected from a 300K event measurement of AJ.R and a 
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100 MeV measurement of M\v is shown by the error bars in the corner of the plot. 
It is clear that the unfolding of deviations from the Standard Model expectations 
is greatly aided by the presence of several different high precision measurement:*. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1) The Droll-Yan mechanism for the production of W and Z bosons in pp colli
sions. The incident proton and aiitiprotoii have momenta A*i and A$, respec
tively. A parton carrying the fraction x\ a{ the proton momentum collides 
with a parton carrying the fraction *2 of the antiproton momentum. The 
two lowest order subprocesses that produce gauge bosons are shown in parts 
a) and b), 

2) The scaled longitudinal momentum distribution 13 — Xj for W~ bosons pro
duced &ly/3 = 630 GeV. The mean of the distribution is 0.06 indicating that 
the average longitudinal momentum is along the antiproton direction. Note 
that a-o — x\ =» 0.4 corresponds to a W boson longitudinal momentum of 125 
GeV. 

3) The electron transverse momentum distribution from W bosons produced at 
y/» = 630 GeV. The Pf distribution is shown for three phenomenological 
W boson transverse momentum distributions, Top to bottom, the average 
values of the W boson transverse momentum are: 0 GeV (dashed curve), 7 
GeV (dashed-dottud curve), and 14 GeV (solid curve), 

4) The electron and neutrino transverse momentum distributions of 1203 W —* 
eu candidates measured by the UA2 Collaboration'*1. 

5) The transverse mass distributions corresponding to the Pf distributions shown 
in Figure 3. Top to bottom, the average values of the W boson trans
verse momentum arc: 0 GeV (dashed curve), 7 GeV (dashed-dotted curve), 
and 14 GeV (solid curve). The neutrino Pt resolution is assumed to be 
$!%,, - 0.5 v/S^ GeV along the x and y axes. 

6) The angular distribution of electrons from W decay as measured by the UAl 
collaboration ' . 

7) The electron and muon pair mass distributions in the Z° region that have 
been measured by the CDF Collaboration."3' 
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8) The Z° lincshape as mcasu.ed by the Mark 11 Collaboration!1' "lie dashed 
curve is the result of a single parameter fit (for Mz). The results of two and 
three parameter fits are indistinguishable and are shown as the solid curve. 

9) The sensitivity function for Mg as a function of center-of-mass energy about 

the Z pole, B - Mz. 

10) The sensitivity function for Tz as a function of ccnter-of-mass energy about 

the Z pole, E - Mz. 

11) The sensitivity function for ^j}0rf(A./j|) as a function of centcr-of-mass energy 

about the Z pole, E — Mz-

12) The cross section for the process e + c~ -+ W+W~ as a function of Ei, — Mw< 
The mass and width of the W are assumed to be 80 GeV and 2.1 GeV\ 
respectively. Note that three curves are plotted: the dashed curve is the 
basic tree-level cross section; the dashed-dottcd curve is the cross section 
including the effect of initial state radiation; and the solid curve is the cross 
section including initial state radiation and the effect of a finite IV width. 

13) The sensitivity function for M\v as a function of the single beam energy 
about the W pair threshold £ t — M\\>. 

M) The sensitivity function for I V as a function of the single beam energy about 

the IF pair threshold Eh - M r -

15) The sensitivity function for the background parameter B as a function of the 
single beam energy about the VI' pair threshold 1% — M\\>. 

1Q) The forward-backward asymmetries for leptoiw, it-quarks, and d-quarks arc 
plotted as a functions of the cenler-of-mass energy about the Z° pole. The 
asymmetries are also shown for the case that the incident beams are polar
ized. The energy dependence of the left-right asymmetry and an improved 
polarized forward-backward asymmetry A{-!} (from Referent-*? 23) are also 
shown. The Z° mass is assumed to be 9-1 GeV. Note that the unimproved 
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forward-backward asymmetries are much more sensitive to the center-of-mass 
energy than are the improved ones and the left-right asymmetries. 

17) The loft-right asymmetry Am is plotted as a function of sin2fl„, and Mz (for 
some choice of mi and in*). The Icpionic forward-backward asymmetry AFB 

is shown for comparison. 

18) The normalized laboratory energy distributions of the observed decay prod
ucts of polarized r-leptons. Figure (a) slices the energy distribution for the 
r —»tvv decay. The various curves correspond to the polarization that is ex
pected for sin"(?tw = 0.20,0.23,0.25,0.30. Figure (b) shows the same curves 
for the decay r -* r e . Note that sin30,iT = 0^25 corresponds to zero net 
polarization. 

19) The IV boson mass as a function of the top ^unrk mass. The Higgs boson 
mass is assumed to he 500 GeV, The solid curves enclose the 6§..3% confidence 
region that is expected for a ±20 McV uncertainty on Mz ( W e assume Mz 
- 91.17 ± 0.02 GeV) as mt0p is varied from GO Gr-V to 240 GeV. The size of 
the experimental 68.3% confidence interval (±100 MeV) is indicated by the 
solid vertical error bar. The size of the theoretical error (±25 MeV) is also 
shown. 

20) The IP boson mass as a function of the lliggs boson mass. The top quark 
mass is assumed to be 150 GeV. The dashed curves enclose the 68.3% confi
dence region thai is expected for a ±20 MeV uncertainty on Mp, (we assume 
Mz s 01.17 ± 0.KT O V ) as ntllig33 is varied from 100 GeV to 900 GeV. The 
dotted vertical error bar shows the size of t.h«* theoretical error (±25 MeV) 
on M\y. The size of the experimental 68.3% confidence interval (±100 MeV) 
is indicated by the solid vertical error bar. 

21) The left-right asymmetry as a function of tins top quark mass (mt o p ) . The 
Uiggs boson mass (mii^s) is assumed to be 5QD GeV. The solid curves en
close the 6S.3% confidence region that is expected for a ±20 MeV uncertainty 
on M'i (we assume Mz = 91.17 ± 0.02 GeV) as p?, o p is varied from 60 GeV 
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to 240 GeV. The dotted vertical error bar shows the size of the theoreti
cal error (±0.002) on ALR. The sizes of the experimental 68.3% confidence 
intervals that are expected for the various values of Nici are indicated by 
the solid vertical error bars. The confidence interval that is expected from 
a measurement of the r polarization asymmetry with GM 2T° events is also 
shown. 

22) The left-tight asymmetry as a function of the Higgs bosoti mass. The top 
quark mass is assumed to be 150 GcV. The dashed curves enclose the GS.396 
confidence region that is expected for a ±20 MeV uncertainty ou Mz (we 
assume Mg *= 91.17 ± 0.02 GeV) as m ;/,-„, is varied from 100 GeV to 
900 GeV. The dotted vertical error bar shows the size of the theoretical 
error (±0.002) on AIR. The sizes of the experimental 68.3% confidence 
intervals that arc expected for the various values of A'J0I are indicated by 
the solid vertical error bars. The confidence interval that is expected from 
a measurement of the r polarization asymmetry with GM Z° events is also 
shown. 

23) The expected values of M\v and ALR arc shown as m(or is varied from 50 
GcV to 200 GeV (mu,gi» is fixed to 100 GeV) for the case that the Standard 
Model is extended to include a \-type Z' boson (sec Reference 13). The 
mass of the Z' boson is assumed to be 500 GcV. The three contours in each 
group correspond to the three values of the 2° mass, M% = 91.17 ± 0.02 
GeV. The dots along each contour indicate the points mtap — 50, 100, 150, 
200 GeV. The four groups of contours show four values of the Zn - Z' mixing 
parameter, sin0m = 0.00, -0.005, -0.01, -0.015. The precision expected from 
a 300K event measurement of Am and a 100 MeV measurement of AAr is 
shown by the error bars in the corner of the plot. 
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Annihilation Diagram 
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